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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

IIUERTA TRIES TO
KILL MORE

FRIDAY, APRIL

17,

AN EXCITING RACE
ready to back up every demand. It
was learned that one of the causes
San Francisco, April 17. Plans for
of Huerta's latest parley was a fear
match rac.es between Howard Drew
that ehould he give the salute deand George Parker at' the Pacific
manded, the American ships might
coast Interscholastic meet in Gerkeley
TO
not return and thus leave him in a
April 24 and, 25, have been announced
humiliated position. It wasi said that
by Edward Stanton of the Pacific Inhe would order the salute If assured
terscholastic association. Drew causthat the United States would comply
ed general surprise among athletes by
with the international amenities and
seconds
sprinting 100 yards in 9
two weeks ago. George Parker was
acknowledge it. .
'
Word that the United States would WILL
PRODUCE
AND the hero of the allAmerican team
BOOKS
which toured the Antipodes. The race
acknowledge his salute according to
PAPERS FOR COMMERCE
custom and precedent went forward
between the pair will be over 4be
COMMISSION
J
to Mexico City.'
d
courses.
and
Secretary Bryan made public the
terms of Admiral Mayo's demand on
WEDDING NOT POSTPONED '.
CONNECTED WITH NEW HAVEN
the federal commander alt Tampico
New York, - April 17. No arrange
for redress of his act in causing the
ments for the postponement of the
arrest of the American bluejackets. INVESTIGATORS WERE FOILED IN wedding of Vincent Asrtor and Miss
"
They follow:
Helen Huntington, set for April 30,
ATTEMPT TO LEARN. FACTS
"In view of the publicity of thia oc
have been
notwithstanding Mr.
.'SOME
TIME AGO
currence I must require that you send
Astor's illness. .Thla announcement
..4!T-'by suitable members or your staff
was made at the uuntlngton country
formal disavowal and apology for the WITNESSES
WILL
TESTIFY home In contraa ion of reports that
act together with your assurance that
the ceremony bad been Indefinitely
the officer responsible for it will reA pot'ponement may yet
postponed.
Also that THEY WILL NOT REFUSE TO
ceive severe punishment
be found ' expedient, however. Mr.
you publicly hoist the United States
QUESTIONS, AS THEY ,
Astor spent a i omfrtable night and
was pronounced ".i'v.ut the same" toflag In a prominent position on shore
DID RECENTLY
x
and salute It with 21 guns. Salute
day.
';
will be returned by this ship."
reWashington, April 17. All the
Provisional President Huerta has
SUFFS DESTROY THEATER
calcitrant witnesses: in the interstate Great.
his
demands
that
He
Yarmiv ih v.
April 17,
parleyed again.
commerce commission's inquiry into
saluate to the United States flag shall
The theater ou ti fireat Recrea
the financial operations (ft the BilLard
be returned
tion pier here was 6 ioyed today by
simultaneously. This
with the New York, New
fire caused bv tlx explosion of a
a
President Wilson is practically certain company &
Haven
Hartford railroad have
bomb left under" a suat by a militant
not to accept
to testify fully concerning the
'
.
.
This latest hitch at the eleventh agreed
facts dn their possession and produce suffragette.
hour, when officials here expected the books and
papers of the Billard
2,000 BANDITS KILLED r
the situation was as good as closed
o.mpany.
hite
Wolf,"
April
Peking,
up, was disclosed in dispatches from
W. Folk ji
Chief Co n 31
President
the notorious bandit, lost 2,000 of his
Charge O'Shaughnessy.
the commission today received from
followers in killed and wounded in
Wilson dlscusBed it with ,the cabinet.
Homer S, Cummings, attorney for two
tithenan Hsien,
yesterday's battle
Administration officials said privateof the witnesses, Hemingway
and
to the oft K ial report, The
according
ly that Huerta's
Morehouse, a telegram saying .that his crushing defeat of the brigands oc-would not be accepted.
clients would respond to questions.
cured after they 1
captured and
the
The development confirmed
Another' telegram from Henry Stod- looted the town
of Sun" yuan 'Hsien.
fears of those officials who expected
dard, representing Whipple and Field,
Huerta would equivocate again. All
gave assurance his clients not only
CONVICTS ARE STONED
intention of recalling any ships of would
reply to questions which they
Boulder, Colo., April 17. The new
the fleet now bound to Tampico was refused to answer a week ago, but
convict road camp in Boulder canyon
abandoned and those close to the ad- would
produce books and other docu- was stoned - by tinliiiown parties last
ministration, expected to see Presi- ments of theBillard
company desired night. The tent a
badly damag
dent Wilson's demand for an unqualiby the commission.
niel.
ed. The absatimf
fied apology backed up.
It Is known that the federal grand
;
The text of Charge O'Shaughnessy's jury
indictments
yesterday voted
Hill
but
was
made
not
public,
dispatches
against, the fourv named, witnesses, . in
t It became known ' that Huertii's latest view o? the
acquiesencer of the men In
!N
CXMLKESS
TODAY
fired
as
his guns
proposal was that
the demand of 'the commission for the
I
their salute to the Stars and Stripes, information the indictments may not
as an apology for continued affronts be returned to the courtt, Meantime
Wanington, April 17. Senate: Met
to the United States, particularly the the indictments
probably will be held at noon.
recent arrest of bluejackets at Tam in
suspension. It is expected that the
Canals committee continued hear
pico, that the guns of the American next hearing will be on April 29. At
on the repeal of the Panama tolls
ings
fleet should reply to the Mexican sa- that tiine opportunity will be afforded
and' decided' to call Colonel
exemption
lute gun for gun,
the witnesses to comply with the George W. Goethais.
Officials here were ready to ac agreements entered into with Mr. Folk
Senator Gore Introduced a bill to
knowledge Huerta's salute of 21 by their counsel.
compel Interstate railroads to estab
guns after it had been finished, with
John
Billard, promoter of the lish Joint through passenger fares not
a return salute, such as is prescribed Billard company, through Mr.
to exceed the sum of the locals.
In naval custom and precedent That
today assureh the commission
Senator Sheppard introduced a res
would merely be acknowledging and that the published statement that he
to feave he Interstate comolution
amende honorable, they say. But to had said the commission in Institutmerce commission;
investigate rela
return Huerta's salute gun.; for gun, ing criminal proceedings! against the
railroads and coast-wisbetween
tions
they pointed out, would make the witnesses wa "bluffing," was "incorj
;
shipping.
rect" and that he never had said anyapology valueless:
House: Met at toon.
Officials described Huerta's latest thing that could fairly be construed
Private cJaims 'bills were consid
move as an act to preserve his own into such a statement. .'"' " """ """'
15,
ered. ' ' '' 'V
i;l ,v,
dignity before the Mexicans of that
hi?
under
of
the
control.,
country
part
VETERAN ACTOR DEAD
While President Wilson and the cab
San Francisco,' April 17. McKee
inet will decide what shall be done,
tor
Ra'fekin, the i yeteri a, .character
the opinion was expressed freely in
who wa id"entifl4d,'fofH, years with
official circles that nothing but, a
Nance O'Neill in Shakespearean pro'
complete' apology and such a salute
.1
ductions, died here today..
as the United States demand would be WILL
SENATE BODY WHAT
TELL
,
accepted now. ; DEADLOCK IN PERU
HE THINKS OF THE CANAL
While Secretary Bryan, when he
TOLLS EXEMPTION
Uina, Peru .April 17. There Is ft
took; the latest dispatches before the
deadlock 'between the presidential
president, said the situation was "enWashington;'? VApriViTilTColonel parties in Peru in connection with the
couraging but not finished," and Georgei Goethais has been summoned (presidential election to choose a sucWhite House officials said the details before the senate canals committee cessor to the exiled president, Belllng-hurremaining in dispute did not affect to testify on the economic feature of
Ahe follow ers of Robert EL Lfr
the "heart of the matter," it develop the Panama tolls exemption for coast- gula, ' forme vloa president, .today reed that Huerta's
wise vessels. He is expected to favor jected the proposals advanced by the
for a simultaneous salute was regard
Pierola as a solution of the differ.
repeal.
ed as another play for time, which
At the hearing today Welding Ring, ences. -- The general public la pessiprobably would hot be countenanced. of the executive board of the New mistic as to the outcome and comAll the latest dispatches were laid York, chamber of commerce, favored merce Is suffering considerably, owof afbefore the cabinet. Practically all the
repeal of the exemption clause with ing to the uncertain condition
members of the official family were a subsidy and treaty violations obli- fairs.
said to be agreed that there should
gation, and said thl organization bad
'
'
bo no further temporizing.
HE GREW IMPATIENT
voted for repeal by 333 to 7.
17.
Angry be
Bellaire. O., April
Senator Bristow, opposing repeal,
half the
to
refused
wife
Mr:-are
'
cause
pay
his
HINDUS FOR CANADA
asked
Ring why, if tolls
Instihad
action
he
divorce
cost
a
Panama
of
the
B.
canal,
C.
17.
through
Vancouver,
British charged
April
John
today
Luggi
Columbians refuse to take alarm over they should not be charged for enter- tuted against her,
the report that a shipload of
0 ing New York and other harbors and shot her four time, inflicting probHindus left Shanghai on April 14 for rivers on which large sums of money ably fatal wounds. He then killed
Vancouver for the purpose of testing navei been spent.
himself. Two of their young children
the attitude of Canadian authorities
Senator Simmons contended there witnessed the tragedy.
and the recent decision that Canada was no discrimination between Ameri
is not Justified in excluding natives can and foreign ships coming to
MORE TROUBLE COMING ,"
of India. A Vancouver paper publish- American ports and rivers."
New York, April 17. The legal
ed yesterday the information that the
Senator O'Gorman brought out that complications that have beset baseassociation, a New ball since the advent of the Federal
shipload of Hindus had been recruited the Merchants'
Ina
Curdit
East
Singh,
York organization larger than the leagne are Boon to be added to withwealthy
by
chamber of commerce, had opposed in a few .jays it is announced the
dian, who chartered the steamer
Maru Two hundred of the repeal.
International league will start
Senator Simmons read a telegram
Hindus are from Shanghai, 150 from
nuainst the Federal league
Hons; Kong and the .remainder from from Richard OIney, secretary of state for several of their players who had
Cleveland's cabinet, I accepted terms. The Jersey City.
Nagasaki. No official report of the In, President
steamer's departure .for Vancouver praising President Wilson, for his at- Montreal and Ro:neiter clubs will
has been received here.
titude for repeah
sue.
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TURN HIS SALUTE GUN FOR
GUN AT TAMPICO r-

IS

WBERETO "HEAD IN

TOLD

PRESIDENT WILSON INFORMS HIM
HE

;

MUST

MAKE APOLOGY
AND MAKE IT QUICK
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AMERICAN GUNSWILL REPLY
THIS IS CONCEDED TO BE NECES

j

f

R

SARY MERELY AS AN ACT
OF COURTESY
.

'

Washington, April 1 7. Huerta's
latest equivocation over an. apology
to the flag-othe United States has
met with a demand for a salute of 21
guns as originally asked by Rear Admiral Mayo at Tampico. The American warships will return it, according
to the international custom.
This
word went forward to Mexico City
after President Wilson and the cabinet had discussed Huerta's latest proposal that the salute be a simultaneous one and that he be assured that
the American ships will return his
gun fire.
President Wilson and his advisers
considered Huerta's answer, and Secretary Bryan left the cabinet meeting
to send the reply, It was brief and
.
final.
"We intend to have that salute,"
eald Secretary Daniels as he left the
White House.
Other officials reiterated the intention of the American government to
have no more temporize but an apology for indignities to the flag.
Senator Shively, called from an
session to be informed of the
counter proposition of Huerta for a
simultaneous salute, expressed disapproval of such a course.
"There will be no simultaneous, salute," the senator emphatically asserted, "Ahe salute must be fired by
Mexico In the manner demanded by
this government and in accordance
with International custom."
"St 3 p. m. White House oflficials explained the status of the situation as
set forth in the foregoing.
Bryan Is Hopeful
When tha cabinet meeting adjouvii-Secretary Bryan still described the
negotiation a$ .Encouraging" but not
finaM ,
i
;
"I have received one message from
Charge O'Snaughnesgy and have sent!
one In reply," he said.
. Other members of the cabinet paid
Huerta had been informed that no
BlmultaheSMiedlutiMWfOBld, be acceptable
Secretary"
Bryan .'left the cabinet
while it still was In session to .go to
the state department and send dispatches. He was silent as to their
nature, font It was. understood that
word had been sent back to Huerta
that a simultaneous salute would not
be accepted, and Charge O'Shaugh-nese- y
was advised that the United
States would insist on its demand.
Officials expressed the view that
Huerta has been listening to "bad advice" during the last 12 hours, and
after he promised Mr. CShaughnessy
yesterday that he would' give the
Meanwhile" it: was emphaapology.
sized that no counter orders had been
issued to the battleships speeding to
the Mexican coasts. A blockade of
Mexico and other drastic measures
were" discussed in official circles.
Those well informed declared that-iwithin the next few hours Huerta did
not comply entirely, some announcement of whal definite steps would be
taken to compel his apology would be
made in Washington.
Secretary Bryan announced later to
day he would make public the text of
Hear Admiral Mayo's original aemand,
in which he agreed to return the salute of the Mexican commander at
Tampica. With the sending of .the
message' to Huerta, stating emphatically that the United States' would not
accept his counter proposal for a simultaneous salute, the Mexican discussion at the cabinet meeting ended.
It was apparent that the cabinet
officials believed that Huerta would
yieiil on all the points demanded by
the United States, but that they were
d
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FIRES AT MITCHEL
WHEN HE LEAVES NEW YORK

DAVID ROSE
!
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EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRESO, LEASED
VOL. XXXV.

THE backbone of winreturned to be
broken
asain this
morning.

i

CITY HALL

,

found that his collar and trousers bore
the name "David Rose." The man was poorly dressed. When
asked where he lived he said he had
:
no home.
The questioning was still In pro.
gress when Mr. Polk was removed to
the New York hospital. His face, chin
end neck were bandaged and blood
was still pouring from his mouth
when be entered the ambulance. A
surgeon said nearly all his lower
teeth had been knocked out and that
the jawbone had been pierced in two
places.
,'
In the prisoner's pockets were two
or three letters and a newspaper clip
ping relating to the Goethais police
bills. One of the letters was a brief
one, in an envelope, stamped and addressed to "Mayor Armstrong, Pitts- bugh, Pa." It was dated April 14
and read:
"Armstrong: You have done your
part and you will soon pay. We will
do our part and you will see what it
will be."
The letter was unsigned.
A long rambling letter on the, sub
ject of Mayor Mitcbel's changes in
'
the police force began:
You never lost some
"Mitchel:
of your old tricks and you never will.'
Teeth as Souvenirs
A great crowd surrounded the city
hall while Mr. Polk and Rose were
inside. Several In tne crowd picked
up teeth that had been knocked from
Mr. Polk's mouth and had fallen on
the running board of the machine.
At the hospital, after a more dell
cate examination, it was said that
Mr. Polk's injury would not prove
fatal. "Mr. Polk is conscious," said
a bulletin given out at the bosiptal
at 2:30 o'clock. "He is doing as well
as can be expected under the condi
tions."
'

AUEDICAR NAVTS
EFFICIENCY
PRAISED
SECRETARY DANIELS
COMPLJU
MENTS REAR ADMIRAL BADGER ON HIS ABILITY
:

.

EITS

BULLET

FRANK

POLK

COUNSEL, WOUND
ED IN THE JAW, IS IN A SERIOUS CONDITION

CORPORATION

assailant! ISOEHAKO
UN-- ,
IT IS BELIEVED HIS MIND IS
BALANCED; HS AGE IS NEARLY 70 YEARS

Au assassin'0
Mitcbel, as
at
aimed
Mayor
bullet,
he was leaving the city hall in an
automobile today for luncheon, missed
its mark, but badly wounded Frank
man
Polk, corporation counsel. The
who fired the shot was Instantly overpowered Hia name is David Rosx
his age nearly 70, and he gave evi
dences of being mentally unbalanced.
The bullet crashed through Mr.
Polk's jaw, knocking out nearly", all
his front teeth and inflicting a seri
fatal
ous though not necessarily
He was assiisted into the
wound'.
city hall, then removed to a hospital.
"Mr. Polk was hit by the bullet,
,
but the bullet was undoubtedly In
tended for me," was Mayor Mltchel's
comment.
Attaches at the city ball said that
Row entrance to the city hall plaza
erar times lately, but because of his
queer actions had not been permitted
to see him. While an ambulance sur
geon was dressing Mr. Polk's wound,
aose
.by.tbe .mayor,
and a score of detectives. He refusabout
ed to answer any questions
himself. Two letters addressed to
Mavor Mitchel were found in - his
clothing.
The shooting occurred at the Park
ow entrance to the city hall plaza
after 1 o'clock. At that time the
of
Row is congested with hundreds
men and women ou their way to and
from luncheon.
Mayor Mitchel, Police Commissioner Arthur, Woods and Polk had just
left the mayor's of flee in the city hall
to go to a downtown restaurant for
luncheon. The three crossed the
plaza toward Park Row, where stood
the mayor's automobile, driven by
Detective George Nenn. :
The mayor got In first, Mr. Polk
and Commissioner Woods following.
As the mayor Bat down Rose dodged
through the crowd on the Park Row
attiiiwalking up to a point opposite;
the chauffeur, took Quick aim at Mr.
Kfilcfiel and fired.
' At "the crack of the revolver Neun
leaped from the car onto the shoulders of the man, and bore him to the
sidewalk. Thia prevented him from
pulling the. trigger of his revolver
again. While the detective and Rose
were struggling on the sidewalk, the
former trying to get posseBsfoot the
revolver, Mr. Folk staggered and was
saved from sinking to the sidewalk by
tjhe mayor. Blood was spurting from
the mouth of the counsel, and he was
carried to the police station in the
basement of the city hall, where policemen attended him as best they
could with first aid material, pending
the arrival of surgeons.'
A policeman standing a few feet
away from, the automobile blew his
whistle as soon, as he saw Mr. Folk
stagger. Wilh the policemen who re
sponded he assisted the struggling de
tective in holding Hose. They took
the would-bassassin into the city
hall basement, whore he was ques
tioned in a room adjoining that where
Mr. Polk was being treated.
Mayor
Mitchel came in and stood by the
prisoner.
Rose was trembling with fright and
his hands shook.
"Why did yon shoot at tftos," the
mayor asked him.
Rose only mumbled.
"t won't say anything,' he finally
shouted.
After detectives had put question
after question to him h Bald his
name was Sulocheu. When hi:; rloth-jinwas removed, howtvi-rit was
New York, April 17.

100 FAMILIES

.

e

HOMELESS

Washington, April 17. More than
100 families, were driven from their
homes today by an early morning fire
which damaged the states of the Unit
ed States Express company and flat
buildings in the vicinity to the extent
of more than f 200,000. The fire broke
out In the express company's slablee
and 10!) fcoreesc Vfe--a
Ur daata
before firemen reached the building.
WILL

HARRIMAN

CONSIDER

GOT EEA3Y
LOOKED

QUICKLY

TflJAIL

AFTER

MANY

IMPORT

ANT DETAILS
AND WAS
READY IN 16 HOURS

SHIPS

f

EHVISSffSQIITBWAEB

HUERTA WILL BE SHOWN WHAT
WILL HAPPEN SHOULD HE
BE OBSTINATE
Washington, April 1. Secretary
Daniels was nnqualified today In hi
praise of the despatch with which.
Rear Admiral Badger got the Atlanta
fleet under way for the trip to Taas-pic"How Boon," in substance was the
message flashed to Rear Admiral Badger, 'can you start for Mexico?"
To the layman, knowing merely that
thousands of tons of coal, supplies,
provisdona,
ammunition, war equipment and what not had to be loaded
on board the ships in Hampton Roafl3
and , other store stations along the
Atlantic, one week or ten days would
not have seemed Unnecessarily long.
A few minutes latter the antennae oa
the cage masts of the flagship Arkansas in the Roads spat blue flashes.
crackling in reply that the ffcet would
be ready to sail in 16 hours.
So tne order to sail vieni out Tuesday afternoon. Wednesday morning
found the grim gray fighters in Hampton Roads ready, and at noon follow-iU- g
i
the
red fla of Aumlra
Bfldrer on the Artaasa.-the jfoim
slipped ewttiy tseaward through the
fog that hung over the Roads to join
in the open ocean tbeir sister ships
"hurrying from other ports for the
Mexican gulf to compel reparation for
the affront to American bluejacket
at Tampico.
two-ota-

Kansas City, Mo., April 17. At the
convention of the railway department
of the American Federation of Labor
consideration of a resolution to lay
the Illinois Central and Harriman
Mayj Siezes Liner
line case before the industrial comWashington,
April 17. Rear Admittee today was the first business
miral Fletcher at Vera Cna reported
on schedule.
today that he took over the War!
Jiner Espersnza at Vera Cruz yester
WEDDING DATE SET U
day afternoon and placed aboard ber
Washington, April 17. The presi a
gteard and a detachment of signal
dent and Mrs. Wilson announced to men.
He hasi also taken on a few
that
'the wedding of their young
day
He does not say whether
refugees.
est daughter. Miss Eleanor Wilson, it
still
will be necessary to send the
and Secretary McAdoo, would take
EsperanKa to Tampico. He reports
place on Thursday, May 7.
the return to Vera Cruz from JJasJoo
(Sty of Lieutenant Colonel McCourtE,
art aide on his staff, but. be does- rot
gay what the ofiieer's mission
Huerta's capital was.
Admiral Fletcher has cr.icelle4 t&
TO
i
charter
C.nntaoa- -

t

CO

ViSTG

mov

Secretary-'Sat-

!

:H

.;--

;

' aied to

W. H. MENZIE AND HIS BOOK day that Immediately ai'tor receipt of
Rear Admiral Kayo's report cf tha
AND
MURDERED
KEEPER
l
Tampico
indignity, he calle4 the
BODIES INCINERATED
'
navy-genera-

Irlo c

J

i"(a

r

found the l.i- ii.;rr3 ui&ii.m-- i 1 t' I
Geddes", S. D., April 17. The lpodies
Am ... c
the salute dt nidixif d ry
of W. H. Menzie, manager of the
to be returned, as; an net
officer
ought
Farmers' lumber yard here, which
of courtesy.
was burned last night, and bis 'bookwere
Miss
Blanche Signal,
keeper,
1
The Tacoma Sails
found in the debris of the burned lumR. I., April 17. The cru:
Newport,
ber office early this morning, lying
here last
side by side, faces downward. Both er Tacoma, which errlved
:: !:-- a
after
fjc m
night
bodies were badly charred.
i
to ,, 1 (io M
J torti
Boston,
of
Miss
were
feet
tied
The.
Signal
1
with a wire and ber hands wired be- lanttefhtt nl Lor' J.
1
m. o
t f i
s"
prentice
hind her. Her skull had been crushci
service
muM',
,
mm,
ed with a claw hammer, which was
11 e ci
l. r.
Ti is t
r
boarded
ni(
found nearby.
(b &l,i,"s co' .
f, ;
Mr. Menzie'a feet wera also wired overtaxed
si ire- - ltd to 1 e
(
extra
together and a wire was round on one
The Tacoma will proceed
board.
was
broken. His
wrist; the other end
once for Ta i.imiI, wb4re l.e a r -hands were tinder him. His skull alticca and ? ei wa men v 1 1 be C
so hail been fractured with the ham
nted flriHBi ; , ,n t s. ' , cf r.
-

tJ-e-

,

s--

j.y

;

i'""l

''..'

mer.

idy At 00011 C r
HE CAN SMOKE NOW
San
Francisco, April
Chicago, April 17. Oliver W. Norw ere to-- '
ly that 1
ton, a wealthy manufacturer, was no- tions
t
tified today wf a bequest of a fund Scan cr . a 61 o '
:
v
tL
4
?C0
to be dedicated to
amounting to $
t' - T
the purchase of ciaara. The money stnition
,
t 1 i
was willed to b m ly
i Wf-- t c
T
r
v
t
C. V'mrent, who c'l d
c
'
i
v
home a in Cinunn li If
was filed' in Cb nt
1

'i

v

1

'

tnnt

".1

1

vides:
'To OHwr
p.;nr!el
yiv
1
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BABY'S HEAD
,

ITCHED

TO

Red

OBI

jyUlEO
Grew

Pimple

Larger

a?d

Larger. Scratched Until It Bled.
Cut ed in a Week by Cuticura Soap
and Ointment.

DIS-.- ..
VARIOUS
PROJECTS
ARE
CUSSED SERIOUSLY IN STATE
ENGINEER'S
OFFICE

One Advanfajje

Established

1862

.We think tomorrow will be fair and cooler.

eek Countinues Until

Wednesday April 22

The Time to Buy a New Spring

This is a great time for all shoppers economically inclined a week of
great values, and the great number of satisfied customers attest it's
timeliness. If you haven't had your share of these bargains, come tomorrow, as some lots are being closed out very rapidly.

Suit Is NOW
Not only because of the extra wear
you will

get by buying it now but
it now and effect & good-

25c Curtain Material 18c

you can buy

ly saving In price. For the next week
we are going to give you
line of suits,
prices on a high-clas- s
the line we have been selling at $32.50
and $35,00. This line includes all the
wanted

15c Silkolines 11c

This material comes 36 inches wide, In about,
a dozen different patterns, both white and ecru
grounds. Bordered Scrims, Madras, etc. . This
is the opportunity you have been waiting for

er

poet-car- d

They will keep you informed

5ou5idPIfl5&

H ousekeeoers'

p.

Ros-we-

Watch Our Windows

By baying your garments here you
have the services of our expert fining
and alteration department.

"The trouble began on
Burns, TVyo.
my baby when she was about four months
old. A red pimple was seen at first and It
grew larger and larger all
Ithe time on the back or her
v
'head.
;
It looked scabby and
it Itched and burned and
she began to scratch it and
scratched until it would
bleed. Sometimes she could
not sleep and felt pretty

Santa Fe, April 17.
Franklin E. Brooks has returned
it
to his home at Colorado Springs after
a conference with the state engineer's
office regarding big Irrigation projects in Taos county, In fact, there Is
a revival of interest la Irrigation procross.
'
V I tried different remedies,'
jects.
and other kinds but none
Marrcm & Wood of Albuquerque, for
of them would do any good. The trouble
X X Scott, filed a certificate of inlasted till she was a year old and I saw aa
tention in a 9,000 acre project In Guad- advertisement of Cuticura Soap and Ointalupe and Chaves counties south of ment so I sent for some. First I washed the
sore part with the Cuticura Soap and then
Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county. A applied
the Cuticura Ointment and loft It on
flow of 175 second feet to be diverted for a while, then I washed it again with the
from the Pecos a mile and a half Cuticura Soap. Cuticura Soap and Ointment cured the sore in a week without a
above the present point of diversion
scar.". (Signed) Mrs, Otto F. Hackly, Nov.
Canal
of the Fort Sumner Land and
22, 1912.
company ditch and works, is asked for
When you buy a line toilet soap think of
and will raise a number of important the advantages Cuticura Soap possesses over
most expensive tollot soap ever made.
questions in which even the United the
addition to being absolutely pure and reIn
States reclamation service, 'because of freshingly fragrant, it is delicately yet effecthe Carlsbad irrigation project is in- tively medicated, giving you two soaps In
terested. The survey of the waters one, a toilet and a skin soap at one price.
Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointof the Pecos which has been ordered Cuticura
ment (50c.) are sold everywhere. Samplo of
will lundoubtedly result in renewed
each mailed free with 32-- Skin Book. Ad"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
acQivty in irrigation projects on the dress
WMen who shave and shampoo with CuPecos, which have been quiescent for ticura
Soap will find it best for okin and scalp.
eome time.
A thousand acre project on the
Hon papers today. The capitalization
elopes of Bartlett mesa la Colfax coun- is $17,965, divided into; 17,965 shares.
ty is planned by W, X Ldnwood of The New Mexico
headquarters are at
Raton, who filed a certificate of
Arriba
Rio
CSama,
county and Charles
asking for 14 second feet A.
of that place has been apDaggett
from springs on Bartlett mesa, the
incorwater to be used for irrigation aa well pointed statutory agent The
are
James E.
directors
and
porators
as stock and domestic purposes. Three
John W. Shawcroft and
reservoira are to be built The land Braiden,
James P. McKelvey.
is in the Sugarite drainage basin.
A smaller project Is that of Tennie
Codlin, also of Colfax county, who Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold
filed declaration of intention to take
When you have a cold you want
a second foot out of Holklo Arroyo, a the best medicine obtainable so as to
tributary of TJte creek, to irrigate 160 get rid of it with the least possible deacres and furnish water for domestic lay. There are many who consider
and stock purposes.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur
Trademark Is Filed
passed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Ellda, Ohio,
The Quaker Oats company today fil- says, "Ever since my daughter. Ruth
ed in the office of Secretary of State was cured of a severe cold and cough
Antonio Lucero its trade mark, the by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
figure of a Quaker In Quaker garb.
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
Display of Militiamen
toward the. manufacturers of that
A complaint was made today that preparation. I know of nothing so
members' of the militia were strolling quick to relieve a cough or cure a
about town In, luniform or in civilian cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
clothes carrying army rifles developed the fact that Captain Baca is having his men out on the mesa daily to
drill them for the inspection next
NEWS FROM THE CAIPTAL
week.
Insgpection Nearly Finished
lieutenant F...C. Test of the United
States army, instructor-inspecto- r
of Santa Fe, April 17 Mrs. William
the New Mexico National Guard, has H. Pope was today nominated for
completed hia annual inspection of the president and Mm, Rufus J. Palen for
militia regiment except Companies E first rice president of the Santa Fe
and F and the regimental band at Woman's club at a meeting called be
Santa Fe, who will be inspected on cause of the refusal of Miss Flora W.
April 21. The inspection of head- Conrad to accept the nomination for
quarters, the arsenal and storehouse president because of her health. Other
at Santa Fe will take place January nominations had been made at a pre23 to 301, Lieutenant Test left Adju- vious meeting, Mrs. N. B. Laughlin
tant General Harry T. Herring at
for second vice president and Mrs.
for a stay of a few trays longer. Walter L. Kegel for corresponding
The election takes place
Science Institute Meets
secretary.
Jose Montaner, county school super- on Saturday, April 25. The child's
intendent of Taos county and publish- welfare department at its meeting reer of La Revista de Ta.os, came .in viewed its' year's work and decided
from Taos to confer with the depart- to be active along the same lines,
ment of education and to attend a which include a children's free dismeeting of the directors of the New pensary and classes in sewing In the
Mexico Institute of Science and Edu- public schools next year. Miss Concation thla afternoon. Colonel William rad la the chairman.' The board of
M. Berger of Belen is in Santa Fa on directors of the club also met and
reviewed the past year's, work, ...
legal business.
;
New Cattle Company
A Wlerd Story
The Brazoa Cattle company of La
A wierd story of Indiaa superstition
Jara; Conejos county, filed in corpora- - will be brought out at the trial' for

La.3 Ve asLoad moStora

Housekeepers' Week

18c

Yard
We have 35 patterns of these in all
Also a line of solid colors. All
are 36 Inches wide If you want that
pattern buy now they are selling

colors.

yard

fabrics

Moires,
Taffetas,
Poplins, Brocades, and novelty Woollen-

par-ticl-

rapidly

s.

All eiea and colors are repre-

Draperies

sented.

The etyles?
The words
' Wooltex" and "Printzess'' are your

1

Pair-

lllatk Co.

$32.50 oind $30.00 Suits
for

-

Here's a desirable Item in Lace Curtainlarge size, Nottingham Curtains, In
white and ecru beautiful designs.
Housekeepers' Week $2.15 per pair

This is a
bleached muslin, firm heavy
that we sell . regularly at 10c a yard.
During this sale you can buy as much as you
want one yard or a bolt at
36-in-

Lace Curtains

7c yard

50c Brussels Curtain Net 39c Yard

12ic Dress Gingham 9c

This net comes 54 inches wicre, in white
and ecru. It's an extra good value.

Children's Summer Dresses
h

at a time when
the

ready-mad-

e

VV

you must either buy

kind or make them up

and no woman likes to remain indoors
sewing this spring

weather.

Our long

experience enables us to select just the
line the children and

i

at 94o

want at

Cent Discount

$2.00 Linen Damask $1.42

A large stock of these ginghams to go during
this sale every woman knows what they usually
sell for buy all you want during this sale at
7c a yard

Yard

y.it

Here's another good value In
Damask
It's a little closer woven, and it's made of pure
flax, the same as all Humidor Linens. That's
why they retain their soft lustre and finish.
h

i'

Mazda Lamps
ta

Ik

These come in a good weight material,
eral patterns, hemmed, and a good value at

15c Turkish Towels
20x36

B5j per Gent gHii
Children's
Coats

Wi

aw
kWSi

$1.25 Bed Spreads 98c

at

VftS

98o

....

cannot afford tint.
io use mis lamp..
vMw "Mazda" is the
V
tkffi aame of a service
the only artift- iclal1 ilight service
7
that reaI,y rivala
tk '
the sun. t When
i
tin Wl
your lamps begin
V,V'

J. 7

I

9ic

If vou use elec

r7if.
'i
y

sev-

heavy unbleached Turkish Toweling.

good value

.

(

Amoskeak Gingham 7c Yd.

like. You

grown-up- s

will find just the style and material you

IS Per

i

Now

wii

;

assortment of these for you
, We have a great
to choose from, all colors and patterns. These
are very desirable for summer dresses

These come 27 inches wide about a
dozen patterns to select from, in lights,
darks, and mediums. These are good values at 12
a yard, but you can buy them

mm

lit

Yard

12c Creton 9c Yard

15 Per Gent
Discount

yard

weave,

20 Per Gent Discount on all other

$25.00

--

11c

10c Bleached Muslin 7c

i

longer make an early selection while
the line is complete.

114
lie 11.

Housekeepers' Week

$3.00 Nottingham Lace Curtain $2.15

guarantee for quality and style. We
urge you 'not to put this matter off
Copyright

,

iM

J;

J

A

15c.

25c Linen Iluck Towels 17c
Made of heavy pure linen huck Toweling, it
absorbs the water as soon as it touches the face,
18x36-inch- .
Regular 25c.

'

as the cost of the
extra current they burn would soon pay
the cost of new "lamps.
25 Watt Lamps......'.;
......30c
40 Watt Lamps...... .................30c
60 Watt Lamps........
...400
100 Watt Lamps
70c

,

sfc(UoiGilfii?
tojtliuiiiii J
.slit((orMfluit(tijl IDiiWiJiiiiifk
kit-ca-

'

For Biscuit, Pies

i

t i
f

1

Muffins, Waffles,
and Home Baking
Success and
'
Satisfaction
t

m

4

Ono Heaping
i caspGonml

,V'

Health Club Is the purest,
Strorif'Pst and most prnnnm.
ical baking Powder obtain- able at any price.

'

'
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murder in the first week of May In
the federal court of San Juan Garcia,
who today was arraigned before Judge
VV. H. Pope and pleaded to the charge
of having murdered Elbert Leeds by
shooting him aa Leeds sat at a win
dow in the pueblo of Acoma.. Leeds
was declared to be a wizard who oc
casionally assumed the shape of a
dog and therefore a vendetta was
declared against him, according to
one story told at Acoma.
Will Call the Docket
The federal court docket will be
called by Judge W. Ill Pope on next
Wednesday, April 22. United States
Attorney Summers Burkhart, who left
this evening for his home at Albuquer
que with his secretary, George C Taylor, will return in time for the setting
of casesi.
Bankrupt Is Dlschcarged
Manuel R. Chaves of Mesllla, Dona
Ana county, was today discharged as
a bankrupt by Federal Judge W. H.
Pope.
Votes Came High
It cost the progressives and demo

crats more than

$1.26 for each vote
they polled at the municipal election)

last week, and the republicans!, who
were overwhelmingly successful, only
78 cental per vote, according to the
statement filed by the progressive-democrati- o
fusion treasurer and the
republican treasurer. The fusionists

Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Remove
Them With the OthinePrescription

This prescription for the removal of
freckles was written by a prominent
physician and is usually so successful,
in removing freckles and giving a
clear, beautiful complexion that it is
sold by druggists under guarantee to
refund the money if it fails.
Don't hide your freckles lunder a
veil; get an ounce of of nine and rec
move them. Even the f irst lew appli
cations should show a wonderful Improvement, eome of the lighter freck
les vanishing entirely,.
Be sure to ask the drugs'st for the
double Btrengih otliine; it is this that
guarantee.
is sold on the money-bac- k

expended ?514, the repuoiicana $578.
Each had a small balance in the treasury, the former $24.05, the latter
$11.05.
The republican contributors
wwe T. B. Catron and W. GL Sargent,
$100 each; J. H. Vaughn, $50; Henry
Alarid, $40; J. A. Rolls, M. A. Ortiz
and Alexander Read $25 each; Teles-for- o
Rivera, R. p. Erveln, Hugh H.
Williams, Frank F. Gromley, C. C.
Closson, $15 each; C. A. Bishop, $20;
Celso Lopez, J, V. Conway, C. J. Roberts, F. W. Parker, Jose D. Sena, John
Pflueger, L. C Collins, E. R. Wright,
E. P. Davies, George ML Kinsell, $10
each; R. J. Palen and H. L. Ortiz, $5
each; Theodore Corrlck, $2; cash, $6.
The principal single item of eocpendt- ture was $40.25 to the New Mexican
Printing company.
Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about every
where. Measles and scarlet fever al
most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had severe attacks of whooping cough, and a very few doses of

Foley's Honey and Tar gave great re- was observed through the state of
lief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Indiana
today by the planting of
Drug Store. Adv.
trees and by special exercises in the
Schools.' As a result of special efNEBRASAKA TRAVELERS
forts put forth by the Indiana
y
Lincoln, Neb.,, April 17 The anassociation the observance was
nual convention of the Nebraska divi- more
general than ever before In this
sion of the Travelers Protective as- state.
sociation opened in this city today
with delegates in attendance from
When run down with kidney
trouble,
Omaha, Alliance, nastlngs,
York, backache, rheumatism
or bladder
Fremont, Kearney and a number of weakness, turn quickly for
help to
other cities. The convention will
Kidney puis. You cannot take
conclude its sessions tomorrow.
them into your system, without having good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-roReliable Foley's Honey and Tar ComN. Y., says: "Foley
Kidney Pills
have done me more good than $150.00
pound
Just be sure that you buy Foley's worth of medicine." They give
good
Honey and Tar Compound it Is a results. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross
reliable medicine for coughs, colds, Drug Store. Adv.
croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakenStomach Trouble CufM.
ing to the system. It also gives
(Mrs. H. G.
Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
prompt and definite results for hoarse- writes. "For soma time
I suffered
ness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy from stomach trouble. I
would have
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red sour stomach and feel bloated after
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After takINDIANA OBSERVES ARBOR DAY ing two bottles of them I was cured."
Indianapolis, April 17. Arbor Day For sale by all dealers Adv.
For-estr-

d,

.AS
member of 8, well known firm of book
publishers In, his city. Still another
OF
A
candidate for the nomination is Edwin
M. Lee of Lawrenceburg.
Owing to the number of aspirants
nomination for
for the republican
United States senator the choice of
that party at this time is wholly problematical. Amongf thoBe whose names
will probably be presented to the convention when It meets here next week
are Addison C. Harris, former United
IN
INDIANA
PARTIES
VARIOUS
States ambassador to Austria; Hugh
HAVE NO DEARTH OF SEN.
Thomas
Miller, former lieutenant govATORIAL TIMBER
ernor; William I Taylor, former atD. Crumpacker,
Indianapolis, Ind., April 17. With torney general; Edgar
the 'democratic state convention, al- former representative in congress, and
A. Ball, a wealthy manufacturer
ready over, the progressive state con- Frank
Muncle.
of
and
the
tomorrow
meet
to
vention
state convention Wiled for The announcement that William A.
next week, the lineup for the coming Prendergast, of New. York, one of the
and
camipaign in Indiana wlil soon he com- founders of the (progressive party
Roose-evl- t
Theodore
man
who
the
placed
one
the
of
he
greatplete. That it will
in nomination for the presidency
est political campaigns in the state's
at
the
progressiva convention in ChiTecent history is the general forecast
two
years ago, is to be the headcago
on
tab
who
those
political
keep
among
line
speaker at the republican state
"
doings.
The chief contest will be over the convention has caused the progressUnited "States senatorship. Senator ives to exert themselves to secure a
for
Benjamin F. Shively, whose term will strong array of speaking talent
tomorrow.
The
expire next March, has been indorsed' their convention
numerous that the
for
by the democratic party. speakers will be so
The man who will oppose Senator committee in charge of arrangements
to
Shively on the progressive ticket will has decided to limit the speeches
be" selected at the convention here half an hour each. Former Senator
tomorrow. There is a strong move- Beveridge will be the chairman of the
ment afoot to induce Albert J. Bever-idg- e convention and will make the opento accept the nomination. Mr. ing address. His address will not be
Beveridge was formerly one of the in the nature of a keynote speech,
however, for the committee has decid.
most prominent members on the
ed there shall be no keynote speech
he
but
the
senate,
side of
in 1910 and later the idea being to make the convention
failed of
of the members
turned progressiva. Since the Chicago a general
convention two years ago he has been of the party on a basis of absolute
looked upon as one of the foremost equality. But there will be numerous
leaders of the progressive party. It short speeches, the prlucjpal orators
is the prevailing belief that he could to include Senator Moses E. Clapp of
have the senatorial nomination hands Minnesota, Senator Miles Poindexter
3own if he manifested a willingness of Washington, Sumner Bird, late progressive candidate for governor of
to accept it.
But Mr. Beyeridge is one of the Massachusetts, and Raymond Rabbins,
most ambitious men in American poli- the progressive state chairman of Iltics and, having already received all linois.
In addition to making a selection
the honors and political benefits that
come from election to the upper house for the nomination for United States
of congress, it is believed that he has senator the convention will name canafter the senatorial didates for all of the state offices to
no hankering
nomination at this time. It is said be filled at the next election in Nohe hopes for even higher honors in vember. The list includes practically
the future, in the event of the sue-es- s all of the Important offices with the
of the progressives and the exception of those of governor and
to
growth of the party. Next to Mr. lieutenant governor. From two
field
in
the
dozen
candidates
are,
half
name
apwhose
man
."Beveridge the
pears to be most prominently men- for the important places on the state
tioned in connection with the sena- ticket, including the nominations for
torial nomination on the progressive secretary of state, state auditor, state
ticket is William C. Bobbs, senior treasurer and attorney general. The
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convention will consist of 1,609 delegates, making 835 necessary to a
choice of the ballots. A majority of
the delegates reached the city today,
together with good sized delegations
of boomers from various sections of
the state. A number of the delegations were accompanied by bands and
all signs (point to one of the noisiest
and most enthusiastic conventions
seen here in recent years.
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It penetrates the flesh to the
its soothing and re
storatlve influence to the spotwhere
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and
Sold by Central
$1.00 per bottle.
Drug Co.

Adv.

L

BOWLERS IN ILLINOIS TOURNEY
Chicago. April 17. Bowlers will
compete for over $10,000 In cash
prizes in the seventeenth annual tournament of the Illinois Bowling association, which is to open here tomorrow and continue until May 6. In addition to several thousand Chicago
bowlers who are entered in the vari- ous contests there will be delegations
from Peoria, Elgin, East St. Louis,
Rockford, Aurora, Rock Island, Whea-to- n
and a number of other Illinois
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Excellent Cast, Elaborate Scenic Production

-

w

Gives Comfort to Stout Persons

cathartic that
has a stimulating' effect on the stom-

SEATS CN SALE AT MUEPEEY'S TUESDAY

Prices

o

Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after effects.
They remove that gassy distended feeling so uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
EL RITO

EUGENE WALTER, author of "Paid in Full," "The Easiest
Way," "Fine Feathers," etc.

A Story of the Great Hudson Bay Country, Redolent
with the atmosphere of the Canadian Woods

A good wholesome

Cathar-ti-
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75c

THE OLD RELIABLE
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IS DRY
17. El Rito,' Rio

Santa Fe; April
Arriba county, went dry by a vote of
93 to 15 at a local option election
The: Spanish-AmericaNormal school
is located in the precinct The vote
puts two Baloons out of commission.
The precinct is the home of former
Republican State Chairman Venceslao
Jaramillo, who worked for prohibition,
although his saloon run in connection
with a large mercantile establishment
will be closed as will also the saloon
attached to the mercantile establishment of J. II. Sargent. Politicians are
astonished by the overwhelming ovte
of the Spanish Americans for prohi-
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The Play that held New York and Chicago
Spellbound for one, Whole Season

cities.

ach, liver and bowels is Foley
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A SCENE

--

FROM "THE WOLF"

"The Wolf" Eugene Walter's great performance had been given: "Let me
say right here without further parley,
that in 'The Wolf Mr. Eugene Walter
has most assuredly confirmed our impression that he is a 'find.' His second play (The Wolf) Is a melodrama,
vivid, but primitive, vital, but
It is direct, terse, capitally
written, sincere and free from con'The Wclf hit
ventional flapdoodle.
s
of all. This
next
in
the
first
the
after
the
spite
morning
paper
was an achievement. It was a great
feat. It proved beyond the peradven- ture of a doubt that young Mr. Walter
is made of the right dramatic stuff."
"Paid in Full" w.as not a fluke, it
was the work of an artist, for further
particulars apply to "The Wolf."
When one recalls thi? young play
wright's own admission, that Just be
fore the production of "Paid in Full"
mw
he waa sleeping in the parks, and
struggling for the right to nourish his
poor outward shell, one cannot help
applauding the fine hand of eternal
justice. Everything corneal to him
who waits, Is apparently correct It Is
a nice and consoling thing to believe
in. Apparently Mr. Walter has not
seen many plays, and therefore does
n't know hojw managers, actors and
claque expect them to be done, he
does them his own way, which is a
mighty good thing to da. Whatever
may be the fate of "The Wolf it has
proven Mr. "Walters right to be looked
upon aa perhaps the only "erious
dramatic proposition that this season
has set forth. If he can give us one
play a year, we may think ourselvies
lucky, for he will give m & good play.

play of the Hudson Bay country is announced for presentation in this, city
on April 23 e t the Duncan opera house,
with all the trappings, stage accessories, elaborate scenery and light effects, precisely thesamea s seen in
New York and Chicago.
Mr. Allan
Dale the celebrated writer on the New
York American, in the issue of that

first-nighter-

Gross, Kelly & Co.
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Use any cook book you please the one you have always
known, or any new one if you prefer. Merely use
--

THE MOST TALKED OF PLAY IN YEARS

bone conveying

illl
1

D
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AN
THE
THURSDAYAPRIL 23

PLAYS ON THE HEARTSTRINGS

tism.

i' l7r?

Ill

THHE8

1914.

17,

THE WOLF" IS A PLAY THAT

Rub the joints with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma-

'

!

APRIL

MRS. BARTLETTi iWINS

Sole Agents
Old newspapers, about SO to bundle,
ken for complete presentation by a
trained company. The scenario ad-delivered free. Pay messenger upon
hered closely to the outline prescribed by the committee. t
delivery. Price 10 cents er bundle.

f
1

i

f

PRIZE FOR SCENARIO

t'vr
3 M

HER FILM STORY OF NEW MEXICO
WILL BE EXHIBITED AT SAN
DIEGO FAIR

wherever the directions say butter or lard, always remembering to use
Cottolene, for Cottolene goes much farther than either butter or lard.
You really have to save money if you cook
with Cottolene, for according to chemical laws,
a certain amount of flour can only contain a

certain amount of shortening. If you were
to use as much Cottolene as the recipe called
for of butter, you would have too much
Cottolene. This might do no harm, except in
cakes, which might fall because of being too
light and delicate. Yes, this applies to every
department of the cook book, even to candies.

one-thir-

less

d

For example, just try this:
CODFISH BALLS.
Take a pint bowl of codfish picked very fine, two pint
bowls of raw peeled potatoes, sliced thickly, and boil la
cold water until tha potatoes are thoroughly done. Drain
off the water, mash, add butter the size of an egg, ona
egg and three tablespoonfuls of milk. Flour
the hands and make into balls. Put two ounces of Cottolene
Into a frying pan, and when hot, fry the balls to a nice
brown. Or the codfish balls may be fried in hot Cottolene
after the manner of fritters.
well-beat-

rv,- - traTTT?

rvwr rwir
ITRT.Pfv will ba found a valuable suuolcment
to any books you may how be using. Write for a copy also order a pail
oi cottolene or your grocer.

IK'
4,.
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Santa Fe, April IT. Mrs. William
H. Barlett, a school teacher at San
Acacio, Socorro county, but formerly
of Santa Fe, an a daughter of Mrs.
C H. Gildersleeve of Los Angeles,
was today awarded the prize of $50
for submitting the best scenario for
a New Mexico historical pageant at
the San Diego exposition. Beven
manuscripts were submitted from dif
ferent parts of the state, a very excellent one coming from Albuquerque,
but more adapted to presentation by
adults than by children.
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, and Misses Flora W. Conrad and Miss Aurora Luce-ro- ,
of the executive cmmittee of the
Woman's auxiliary, read each manu
script carefully before knowing the
name of the writer and all agreed
that the scenario of Mrs. Bartlett was
by all means the best as to historicand
al accuracy, dramatic lvalues
for presentation
by
adaptability
school children. It s explicit In its
directions to the various school.? that
are to present each act for the moving
pictures and in every reBpwt is a
masterpiece that will some day be ta- -

nmm
Wife in the country?
All alone in the house?
r'o.irrVii- 5n fYif rain last nlaht?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k
-

1

thia mctnt

don't care.

...

An ironins board, a damp cloth and a t v.rn
my
f the electric svvitcn ana in 5
new.
Usee
trousers loose
And when my wife comes back I r.n
to get her an Electric Percolator, an K".:
Electric T. :
Samovar, an Electric Range, an
and an Electric Hot Water Cup.
tly--t th:r t'
I have been told
: 1 i
v
acfu.."
I
Now
live,
ycr.rs.
I
Flatiron and l k.rr.'
I have been mis.'.'r.

j

tl

if

-
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TOUR
If he will answer these questions we

stand ready within 15 minutes there-alfeto announce definitely to the
people of Missouri whether he is lyESTABLISHED 1879
ing or telling the truth whether he
has really quit or merely does not apPublished by
pear before friends and kindred with
a halo of fog enveloping his promeTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
thean brow, in lieu thereof slipping
(Incorporated)
down to the office on Sunday morning, locking the door, firing up and
m. M. PADGETT.
Editor, for an hour
enjoying such delight as
only the smoker foresworn can enjoy
in this world. Skepticism on our
part grows out of hard and bitter experience oft repeated. It is the acrid
residue
of a. hundred defeats. No
Entered at the postoffice at East
smokes real tobacco out ot
man
who
&aa Vegas, New Mexico for
a
cob
just after breakfast or
pipe
through the United State
the intellectual uplift and
for
supper
matter.
ails
second
class
m
ft.
the spiritual satisfaction Resulting
who goes at It tenderly, with fondTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ness in every move and gesture was
Dally, by Carrier
ever known to quit for more than

OPTIC

IE DAILY

trans-tnlssio-

$ .05
.15
.65
7.50

E'er Copy

One Week
One Month
One Year

forty-eigh-

hours.

t

After that the' paper grows dun,
. '.
the magazine stupid,' the hook, even
though it be verse, insipid and unin
Daily, by Mail
teresting. The daughters of music,
?6.00 where there be
One Year (In advance)
such, become screech- 3.00 ers of
ix Months (In advance)
harrowing drscord, philosophy
7.00 is a vain
One Yew (In arrears)
thing, politics the travail of
3.75 fools.
6ix Months (in arrears)
The keys on the typewriter
cry out in. anguiBh and "Inspiration"
stands afar off, generally in a cloud
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of smoke. At morn you say "Would
GROWER
2.00 God night were here," and at night
ne Year
1.00 ;'Would God the morn were here..'
EIx Months
Optimism takes wing and life takes
on a pale and sickly cast of thought.
Mall
In
Advance
for
(Cash
The bare bodkin were preferable. The
Subscriptions.)
smoker
Remit by check, draft or money ornate, carnal, mkebelieve
aialf-smokehe
who
pipe in
empties
cwrder. It sent otherwise we will not
to the cuspidor or throws away a
B.
for
loss.
responsible,
whole cigar, every hour or so can
Specimen copies free on application,
easily qititvbiit not the man who
smokes with? the spirit and the under
AT
LLl PAPERS DISCONTINUED
standing. Tobacco Is the most subtle
EXPIRATION OF TIME.
brain stimulant known to man. It is
PAID FOR
significant that it is an American
plant and its discovery and general
the use were contemporaneous with the
Advertisers are guaranteed
Eargest daily and weekly circulation beginnings of modern democracy and
t any newspaper in northern New of social progress, the Elizabfan pe
riod being the starting point, if pro
Mexico,
and
portion as we have smoked,
smoked with understanding, have
TELEPHONES
art, literature, industry, Invention
Main 2
Business Office . .,
discovery and freedom gTown apace.
Main 2 We
News Department
are not superstitious about the
mattre, but having given up a hopeless struggle, have become convinced
FRIDAY, ' APRIL, 17, 1914.
that tobacco has a divinely-ordereplace in Nature's scheme. It beats no
TOM BODISE'S APOSTROretreat from life, its paradises are
PHE TO TOBACCO
no loaf of bread and wilderness afbut street, office, the seat of a
fairs,
.ow
comes
Lee Shippey,
in the
,
where men not only
riding
j.ride of youthful conquest, and testi- dream cultivator,
but do great
dreams,
great
fies boastfully that he swore off
deeds as well. As to young and conat
11:42
two
o'clock
smoking
Monday
fident Mr. Shippey ('tis no mere pang
-weeks ago and has- adhered faithfully
of a helpless envy that provokes us)
"to a noble resolve
14
ver since
he's got to show us. Tom Bodine in
whole days. That's a torturous, al
most interminable length of time for the Paris (Mo.) Mercury.
a man with a temperament f forbear.
.iH
Mia v1iHa .in
.rnn

.

d

i

d

T

vvum.

INDICTED FOR SMUGGLING
lu
ue BWtement Santa Fe, April
Olguin
true provided he will go before a
and w. Este8 were lndicted by tne
on
and
oath
answer the follow- federal
notary
grand jury for violating the
fog questions: How long has he been customs laws.
Is
-u

a

.cuu,

17.-F- austin

.2

smoking? What does he smoke al- falfa or real tobacco? Does he smoke
atfer meals only or all the time Does
smoke for the spiritual satisfaction derived or for carnal pleasure
ialoae? Does he smoke cigars or a
pipe? If the latter, Is It a cob Dine?

'e

I.

LDEP

It charged that they
,.
Knfnno. ir,t
in
head of cattle .brought across the Mexican border at a place other than a
customs house. Of these cattle, 88
head have been identified by general
Terrazas and restored to him at EJ
Paso. Deputy United States Marshal
MaH t

v iMai

m

Self Respecting Group of People
Should Be Without a Good
Family Laxative
It is inconceivable in this day of
general Intelligence that any family
would be without a simple remedy for
the minor ills of life, for often by glv-fti-g
such a remedy in time a serious
disease can be "frustrated and a life
eaveL
For example, if at the first sign of
a cold a simple laxative-toni- c
like Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin were given,
the beginning of a serious lung affection or of a typhoid fever might be
avoided, And also In headaches, nervousness, etc.,' a small dose of this
remedy would relieve the congestion
and replace distress
with comfort
Mothers give it to tiny infants and
little children, and grown people take
It with equally good effect
Thousands of good American homes
are never without it, among them the
A. Wright, 1831 Pasahome of Mrs.
dena Ave, Long Beach, Cal. She haA
considerable trouble raising little Lawrence, three years old, but after regulating bis bowels with small doses of
Dr. Caldwell's Syprup Pepsin he began
to thrive and she has had no further
trouble with him. They use it generally In her home.
Syrup Pepsin eaves the health of
the. family, and it saves doctor's bills.
It Is a guaranteed cure for any form
of stomach, liver and bowel trouble,
constipation, indigestion, biliousness,

1914.

17,

0 ivJQUiGIKO

r

n

APRIL

FRIDAY,

EIGHTH
m

y

FAILED

A
A. WRIGHT

gas on the stomach, headaches, drowsiness after eating, etc.. Have no
y
about giving it to any member
of j the family, however young or old,
for it eootains nothing injurious to the
youngest person.
A bottle can be obtained at any
nekrby1 drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar. The latter size Is more
economical and Is bought by those
who already have convinced themselves of its, merits; Syrup Pepsin
users learn to discard pills, salts,, cathartics and purgatives generally as
they are too great a shock to any av;I; 'i.'
erage system.'
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Drt,, W. ;B, Caldwell 419
Washington iSt.;';'Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and ad:
dress on it will doj.
hesi-tanc-

.

J. R. Galusha is out serving warrants Is a man whovuffers from an aneurin the southern part of the state on ism of the heart, for Instance, who Is

others indicted but whose names have n6t able to perform the labor usually
performed by able4odied men, but is
not yet been made public.
stui able to earn a living or high sat
ary by reason of executive or clerical
WHAT DOES THE TERM ability, subject to the payment of the
poll tax?
ABLE-B0D1F-

MEAN?

Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that
has a stimulating effect on the stomROAD TAX COLLECTORS ARE ASK- ach, liver and bowels is
Foley CatharING ATTORNEY GENERAL
tic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
FOR DEFINITION
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after ef
Santa Fe, April 17 "What is an fects. They remove that gassy disman?" That Is the prob- tended feeling so uncomfortable to
lem with which Assistant Attorney stout
persons. O. G. Schaefer and
General Harry S. Clancy wrestled all Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
forenoon and it was put up to him of
ficially by a young lady of AlbuquerSEEKS TO PREVENT FIRES
que. Of course there have been other
Kan., April 17. Practically
Topeka,
official inquiries along that same line every
city, town and hamlet in the
from every section where officers are state of Kansas observed today is fire
trying to collect poll and road taxes, prevention day.
compliance with
which must be paid by
a proclamation of Governor Hodges
persons." Despite the frequent use of the city and town authorities, wom
this term in the statutes and by the en's
clubs, merchant's associations,
courts, there is a paucity of defini
old
tions and the best one is in an
A Cure for Sour Stomach
Illinois case.
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
In this case a veteran of the civil
Creek, Mich., wTltes: "I.have been
war, who had been shot in the left troubled with
Indigestion, sour stom-ac- h
leg below the knee, had experts testiAfter taking two
bad
and
breath.
be
fy that he was not
Tablets I am
bottles
Chamberlain's
of
cause of the wound. However, other well, Ttese tablets are
splendid
seen
had
witnesses testified that they
all
For
none
dealers.
sale
better."
by
him work in his fields and the court
Adv.
who
is
thereupon ruled that a man
ordinarily physically able to perform
TO VISIT; BATTLEFIELD
d
the labor usually performed by
Washington, April 17. The many
men on the public roads, is
In Washingnot exempt from liability for the poll delegates who have been
meet
triennial
this
the
ton
for
week
tax. This opens anotner quoauuu.
ing of the general society of the Sons
of the Revolution left the fcity today
for an excursion to Yorktown,' "where
a visit will be paid to the battlefield
and other points of interest.
D

able-bodie- d

"able-bodie-

d

,

able-bodie- d

Santa Fe, April 17. There was a
frightful fatality in the eighth grad
examinations throughout the state this
month, although the questions were
not particularly difficult, for there are
instances where seventh grade pupils
took the examination in certain
branches and passed. Fortunately,
those who failed have a chance to, retrieve themselves at the May examinations, where they may be examined
again in such of the nine branches in
and E. O. Murphey and
which they had less than 60.
At Santa Rosa out of 13 examined Drug company.
only four, Gertrude Elliott, Alfred
Calloway and Aguda Ortiz,
passed. At La Lande only Orietta
Cecil, George Zimnvermann and Gilbert Yockey passed from among five
who were examined. At East Vaughn
Will Conling passed, at Fort Sumner
three out of six passed, Genevieve

Fronla Hunter and Sophia Beau-bieAt Anton Chlco Juan B. and
Evaristo Gallegos were .the fortunate
ones, completing the list for Guada
lupe county.
In Rio Arriba county, at Velarde
none of those examined passed. At
Chama, Dwight Kelly, Verdie Thatcher, Roy Wright and Lillian Kellogg,
and at Espanola Flossie Loftusi, Grace
Frank and Thomas Evans passed;
i
School's Doing Good Work
"I am glad to state that a great
majority of the rural schools of miy
county are doing good work in domes-rl-o
science, such as cooking, sewing,
basketry and mat weaving," writes
County Superintendent E. Pack of
Quay county to the state department
He continues: "Howof education.
ever, we are handicapped In a measure for lack of equipment of materials.
We are also doing quite a work in
manual training. I find a great interest manifested In this work. I am
endeavoring through my teachers to
interest the boys and girls in agriculture and feel that we are going to
be successful along this line."
BOyd,

Why It Suits Particular People

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
prompt and effective for coughs,
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the cough
with no bad after effect." It contains
no opiates and is pure. That's why
it suits particular people. ,0. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Is

Adv.

is becoming very popular with the people of Las Vegas and vicinity. They realize the fairneBSt ot buying merchandise at exactly the same prices' for all, whether they be adult ow :chtfr, rich or poor.1" Furthermore, they can 'buy one of an article for the, same price, proportionately?1 as a half dozen. They
don't have to buy more than they really want, to get a reasonable price,

;.;

.k

ROMPERS

'

'

These are well iaade of good
Cingham and the prices are

right
25c,' 39c, and 43c,

Just

In

Neatly, lace and ribbon trimmed
49c
Brassieres at
Veilings in a variety of colors
and kinds
18o

,...8

Heavy Outing

O
SUITS
Why pay $25 W ?35 for a suit
when yoii can get such beautl-a- t
$12.75 to $19,907 All the new
shades, Copenhagen, Mahogany,
'
shaes, Copenhagen, Mahogany,
Tango Mustard, Green,. Black,
Brown, Navy, etc.
..,

'

LADIES'

"

SHOES

;
; j

Owing to quantity buying for
70 stores we are able to save
you 20 to 25 per cent.

... LADIES' DRESSES
A well assorted stock of styles
materials and colors from the
good quality Gingham House
9Sc

to the

&jc,s. Crepes " and
$3.90 to $12.50.

beautiful
Voiles

at

law.

not showing last year's or the.
year before that stock and
styles, In order

to make
t

prices.

low

,'

'

.

-

J

New Mex

10

i,

.

;

'

AT TAUPERT'S

Information was received in Las
today of the marriage of Oilr
bert H. Rhodes to Miss Alma P.
Bland at Albuquerque yesterday. Rumors were spread about Las Vegas
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
yesterday to the effect that Mr.
Why suffer from rheumatism when
Rhodes was to be married, but it was relief may be had at so small a cost?
not known whether the ceremony Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
would be In this state or in Califor- "I have been subject to attacks ot
'
,'.
nia.
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Mrs. Rhodes is a resident of Ojita, Liniment always relieves" me itome-diatelN. M., and Is the daughter of the
and I take pleasure in' recSanta Fej Operator at that place. She ommending it to others." 25 and 60
is well known In this city, having vis cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.
ited here at intervals for the past
Adv.
several years.
Mr. Rhodes Is one of the most po- Children's Diseases very Prevalent
pular conductors on this division of
Whooping cough is about everythe Santa Fe Railway company. For where. Measles and scarlet fever almany years he was a resident of this most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
time ago moved to Al- Tar Compound for Inflamed throats
city,
Mrs. L C. Hostler,-Granwhere
he now resides. Mr. and coughing.
buquerque,
and Mrs. Rhodes left Albuquerque
Island, Nebr., says: "My three
yesterday for California and following children had severe attacks of whoopthe wedding trip will be at home to ing cough, and a very few doses of
their friends in Albuquerque.
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Reliable
Foley's Honey and Tar Comfor
Foley Kidney Pills Successful
pound
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
To have a fine healthy complexion
the liver must be active, the bowHoney and Tar Compound it is a
reliable medicine for coughs, colds, els regular and the blood pure. All
oroup, whooping coughs, bronchial and this Is brought about by using HER
la grippe coughs, which are weaken- BINE. It thoroughly scours the living to the system. It also gives er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
prompt and definite results for hoarse- in fine condition and restores that,
ness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy clear, pink and white complexion so
breathing. O. O. Schaefer and. Red much desired by ladies. Price 60c
a
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
,

Vegas
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but-som-
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X-- .

yards Amoskeag Dress
ghams, 12c values
for

Gin--

"

75c

.

Everwear Colored Guaranteed
Silk Hose for Women all Shades
Per Pair .

98c

yards good Percale
Inch for

b9c

Vine

. 6
-

MESSAGE SSLK PETTI-

Ofif-

Collar Supports,

Uit;;

each

6
10

:

NOTION SPECIALS

Ofl
otic

Lonsdale
yards
Bleached Muslin for

'

'HERE THEY ARE

;

" 31

Hair

Elastic Cord
worth 10 cents

Nets,

each,3CJ

60c Unbreakable Rub-Hher Combs, each...,

tJLil

COATS
10

j

yards good
for

(10 yards

limited

't3

Vidor

New York, April

Talk-in-

j

J

Any Color, Special Each

1

1

j

.

J

t

:Tnr: STonc cr

ri

jvut
E.LASVEGA5
t jl

Wir8Zc

Spools Darning Cotton CJ
"bKck TrTan Ttr. , . .r.rOG"

j
r

Machines

ana iiecoras

Box of Good
Hair Pins, each

IOo

:u::49c

tomer.)

AVIATOR

J.
C. Porter of the British navy, wno ex
ports to help Pilot Redman Wana-maker-'s
aeroplane in an attempt to
rro-- s
the Atlantic, arrived today on
the) Lusitania,
,' ; .

Friendship
Bracelets

SANTA FE MAN SURPRISES HIS
FRIENDS BY FAILING TO AN- NOUNCE CEREMONY

TROUBLE IN CANANEA
Naeo, Ariz., April ' 17. Censored

A DARING

Las Veia5,

;

" 10

'

messages received here today indicate
that the labor troubles which occur
red last week at the Cahanea copper
of union
mines over the deport-iliohave
leaders by constitutionalists,
been renewed. The American super
intendent of the Puertaclta mines, !t
would appear, is about to be deported.

Waldermar
Chains '
Sautoir
Chains

From the continued patronage we receive, we are assured that our customers
appreciate the honest values we offer. We have selected a number of bargains for
Saturday and Monday which should appeal to all economical buyers.

Another

thing; having1 just
, opened this month with a brand
stock we are
new,

Pins
WatchChains
for the Belt

TAKES A BRIDE

"

anti-tru-

1

V

act BACH AR .ACH'S;

...,--

'

'

The New

I

ta-tji-

.

Dress at

and 25c

'

Kewpies

-

ADMtJi LAW VIOL ATI QtJ
Chicago, April
that farmers', poarketlng organizations
Shero'
are operating contrary,
man anti-trulaw, delegates' planned
today to Introduce a resolution at to
day's session of the second National
Conference on Marketing and . Farm1
Credits, asking congress to exempt
marketing associations
from the provisions of the Sherman

feature Is the fact, that The Golden Rule DOES NOT follow the plan of giving the
customer its best price only on SPECIAL DAYS, Tmt gives the customer Its best price on ANY DAY
'
..v-.'?.
the customer cares to. come.,',
A third popular

Jewelry

Cross

Red

te

ii

When run downwitn ku,iaey trouble,
backache, rheumatism or ? bladder
weakness, turn quickly for help to
Foley Kidney Pills, you cannot take
them Into your 6ystem without hav
ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-roN. ,Y., says; "Foley, Kidney Pijls
have done me more good than $150.00
worth of medicine." iThey give good
results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv. ,., J

ALL-SYSTE-

Up-to-Da-

SATURDAY arid MONDAY

"

TO

which,
has been nt?lMted,
result, baa affected the lungs. If. ynu
have a persistent cough or cold tnke
It Is too hite. bckinan
warning before
Alterative Is most beneilclal In such eaten,
aud has been the means of completely
persons who had
restoring to bealih many
Read of this cse:rr
serious lung trouble. Pleosantvill
N. J.
"Gentlemen:
During the, winter of HUT
settled
severe
which
cold;
I contracted a
on my lungs. The doctofc ptoiiounced It
I
tried
nearly every prep-- ,
lung trouble.
a ration without any result nad -- tjept getAlterative was
worse.
Eekman's
ting
recommended to me and I .commenced,
a
Tha first bottle,
resort.:
as
last
using it
seemed to give no relief: In fact, 1 seembutI
feel
ed to
kept - 'on using
worse,
first
the medicine and found out- the road
on the
me
had
started
bottle
really
to recovery by loosening the mucus and
After
making me eipectorate freely.
using the medicine for some time myX
and
I
today
flesh,
gained
cough ceased,
'
'
am a well man..
V
GEO. M. BATES.
(8igned)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Eckman'a Alterative bas been proven by
most efficacious
many years' test to-bfor severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Aslhuia, Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system. g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
drags. " Ask for booklet telling
and write to Eckmau
of recoveries.
Pa., for eviLaboratory, Philadelphia,
dence For sale by all leading druggists

GIVEN RECENTEXAMINATIONS,
DIFFICULT
LY, PROVED
FOR A MAJORITY
.
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can be
Many rases of hung Trouble
cold whlt-traced direotly to a severe
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German Coffee Cake

PERSONALS

-

Made Without Yeait
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine.
There is no warm bread quite as approAt. J. Tuhli of "Watrous came in this' priate for Sunday morning breakfast as
German Coffee Cake, yet it is seldom made
afternoon for a short business ivsit.
by housewives who do not bake their own
S. D. Grey of Rowe, arrived, in the bread. If K C double raise Baking Powder
be just as good as if raised
city, last night for a several days' bus- is used it will
with yeast and It Will have the further adiness visit
vantage of being,' fresh and warm. Save
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher came in this recipe and try it next Sunday.
last night from Mineral Hill for a
;

W.
1
1
1

Philadelphia
Brooklyn

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

.

.

L.
0
0

0

.

1
2
1
1
1

;.

t

1.000
.666
.333
.000
.000
.000

si

night for a short visit here.
Filadelfo Baca,: assistant
superin
tendent of public instruction, left last
night for bis headquarters at Santa
Sift dry ingredients together, beat the egg,
Fe.
the egg to make one
J. H. Kelly returned yesterday from add milk and butter to stir
all together with
and
cups;
of
southern
the
where
the
state,
part,
inverted spoon to a stiff batter. Turn k.to
be has been on business for the pasi biscuit pan and spread even. Brush top
.

er

lightly with melted butter. Sprinkle sugar
and ground cinnamon over the top. Bake
of
Foyle
r
in moderate oven.
Denver arrived in Las Vegas last
Dutch Apple Cake or Prune Kuchen can
night and will be visitors here for be made with this same batter by covering
the too with oared and sliced apples, or
some time.
cooked Drones with the pits removed, skin
Mr. and Mrs. L. Lipscomb of Cripple sides down.
Dredge with sugar and cinna
Creek, Colo., arrived in Las Vegas mon the same as for Cottee Lake.
last night and will be visitors here for
"The Cook's Book" contains 90 just such
You can secure a copy
delicious recipes.
a short tmie.
by sending the colored certificate packed
frti
J. W. Harrison, agent for Gross, in
cans of K C Baking Powder to
Kelly and Company at Pecos, came in the Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago, being sure to
last night for a short business visit write your name and address plainly.
B.

nt

sour stomach and feel bloated after
eating. Nothing benefited me until 1
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak
ing two bottles of them I was cured."
For sale by all dealers Adv.

Mm

PEOPLES BANK 2t TR.UST CO.

"

c

'

Cleveland,
2.

St. Louis, 4; Detroit,

At Detroit

Federal League
Chicago,

2; Kan
7;

St

Louis, 3.

OF ROAD BOARD
IT IS A STEAM ROLLER AND NOT
AN AUTOMOBILE,, SO DON'T
GET EXCITED

The San Miguel county road board
this morning received a new Case ma
chine and today proudly displayed the
mechanism to many inquisitive bus!'
ne'ss roan. The machine is not how
ever, a' Case, automobile, but a Case
traction roller that Is to be used to
make igood roads for the automobile
- owners:
'
The tractor is steam propelled and
is a
affair. A eet of plows also
were received with the engine. In
addition to the facilities for hauling,
tUTS tractor is1 eo equipped as to make
it decidedly useful as a roller and
may be used for city or general road

TODAY'S

BASEBALL

American League
J,
Cleveland at Chicago;
St. Louis at Detroit.
'
Philadelphia at New York; '
Washington at Boston; ,faj&i,.
National League
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
New York at Philadelphia;
gLiit.
Boston at Brooklyn;
Federal League
Buffalo at Baltimore; rain.
Chicago at Kansas Citv; clear.
"
Indianapolis at St. Louis.' "

'ued,

10-to- n

BLOOD TO HEAD THE
CITY BALL LEAGUE

work.

William 'shulta has been hired by
the road (board as engineer and tl reman and this afternoon the Jractor
was iried out on the Baca street road
near the Castle schooL According to
members of the road' commission the
Stomach Trouble Cured.
machine has proved up to 11 expec
Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa., tations and much good road work is
writes, "For some time I suffered being planned for the coming epring
from stomach trouble. I would have and summer.

I-

MOREYS

-

PRELIMINARY
ARRANGEMENTS
FOR FAST SUMMER SPORT
ARE COMPLETED
.

At

the baseball meeting last night

at the Commercial club rooms P. O.
Blood was unanimously selected to be
the president of the

city

baseball

league, which previously had been
voted a necessity for the peace, wel-

fare and happiness of Las Vegaa
B. J. MoWenie was selected as
while Ludwig W. Ilfeld was
selected treasurer. It was decided
that the baseball commission or the
board of directors of thia league
should be composed of the managers
of the four teams that are to compose
the organiation. This commission
will work with the president and all
matters relative to the league will
be decided f lnaJly by tba officers and
directors.
W. P. Southard acted ' as' chairman
and judging from the Interest displayed mljthe meeting the baseball season
will be live in this city for the next
several months; The meeting was attended largely by players, although
a number of business men. also attended. : '
Following the leleotlon, of the officers for the league, dt was decided
that the secretary should notify the
representatives of the Santa re employes' team,, the Klks,. the Knights of
Columbus and the "West side team
and request them to call meetings of
their teams and officially select the
managers. The managers, when b&
leeted, will foe requested to meet with
the president of the league before next
Monday and begin the actual forma
tion of rules and regulations. This
meeting probably will be held tomor-

I.

I

The fairest gardens in all the land yield their
finest products for the Solitaire market basket.
We gather them .from different localities, each one
of which is famed for some one product, just as
Colorado is famed for climate.

For instance, we go to Maine for Solitaire Corn, to Hawaii for
Solitaire Pineapple, and so on down the line, we could
buy them cheaper, but then they would not be up to the
bolitaire reputation tor quality,
,
a few members of the Solitaire
family: Coffee, lea, Spices, Flavoring
Here are

is

Catsm, Raisins, nanutttut- txtram, dca
rooas.
ter, nice,
urapejmee, vuveM,
Olive Oil, Preserves, AUpie Ayfi-p- . etc.

;

t
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MERCANirf.K CO.
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It was decided that a minimum price

..'Vv-'- "

'

night

of admission should be charged at aH
games. Thia question will be decided

jV'

ffl-t- yjsy""

r

row

.1

.

by the commission, but It Is thought
that the general admiss'oa will be 25
cents, Including grand stand seats.
Ludwig W. Ilfeld informed the meet
ing that it is not known whether baseball can be played In Amusement park
on the Boulevard without the payment
of rent. Ha will report to the commission at the next meeting, so that
the matter of a park will be finally
decided.

FOR THE
BENEFIT

THE

OF

GLEE

CLUB

Irorjratu
8:00 o'clock: Two motion picture reels
Charles Vincent
Girls' Glee Glub "Merry June"
a)
"Reine Valse"
Orchestra-(Phil Schwartz
i
Fred Fischer
(b) "Peg 0' My Heart"

7

"BILLS"
irone Act by John

A Farce

Francis

M.

GAST OF CHARACTERS
t

Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive In action for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two bot
tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheumatism and kidney trouble are com
pletely gone." Safe and effective. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store

a Lawyer who. stutters, rr. Frank H. H.Robers, Jr.
Frank Landau
........u. ...
Ju
Mrs. Jack Davis
Gladys Garroon
Mr. S. R. Jories,
Mr. Jack Davis

--

--

--

--

a

--

The Davis Apartment in New York
'h:
.
Present

Scene:

Tipe:

-. Eodewalt Lampe
Orchestra "Remick's Hits"
O'clock in the Bay!'
Boys' and Girls' Glee Glub.
Adams
Stephen
t
TWO MOTION PICTURE REELS.
ix

..-."S-

; '

ADMISSION
GhilHren

Adults 25c

Vv

under

1SH5cj-

Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold but although Initial gains were can- all around. The close was steady t.
net advance.
When you Have a cold you want celled, the market resumed Its upward Ya to
the beet medicine obtainable eo as to swing and by noon prices had mounted . Although corn gave way for a whll
get rid of it with the least possible de- against to the early level. Missouri under a rush of selling the market

lay. There are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
waa cured of a severe cold and cough
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
toward the manufacturers of that
preparation. I know of nothing so
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

Just Like Riding
On a Cloud

Press

down on the seat
of a Siaway Baby Carriage and
feel the gentle movements of the
carriage body for the tiniest baby.
Examine the Sidway adjustable

'

Canned Goods
But Canned Goodness

Glee Club
Dramatic Club
Orchestra

tism. It penetrates the flesh to the
bone conveying its soothing and restorative influence to the spot where
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50o and
Sold by Central
$1.00" per 'tottle.
Drug Co. Adv.

y

inil University

exiG0

Rub the joints with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma

'

Vegetables

leu

In regard to the final picking a
team to represent the city at the con
clusion of the league season, it was
decided that eaoh man In the league
should be watched by record and at
the close of the season the men with
the best averages will be selected.
It was decided that, if possible, the
first game of the city league should
be played on Sunday, May 3, and that
contests occur on each Sunday afternoon until the' close of the season.
The games will be played with a
double header each Sunday, thus cutting down the league season and
lengthening the season of playing for
the city team.
Sunday afternoon at the ball park
a scrub game will be played in which
players from the East and West sides
will participate. There will be no ad
mission charged. Mr. Ilfeld said today that business
duties probably would compel him to
resign as treasurer, but that he would
boost for the organization.

Adv.

fjlRFTRA

SATURDAY 8 P M.

"7.

sas City. 1.
At St Louis Indianaipolls,

I

PlfpAP

.500
500
.600
.000
.000
.000

.

At Kansas City

MACHINE FOR USE

Pet.
1.000
.500

i....

American League

.

-

way
Many people have marveled th
'."he ex8. S. S. overcomes skin troubles,
S.
works
8.
Is
8.
fact
that
the
planation
In the blood and the blood Is really v. most
1
.1
Boston
intricate and extraordinary mass of. arteries
1
u
1
and veins.
St, Louis
When yon come to realize that the skin
0 : 1
New York
are
and the flesh beneath
composed of a
3
0
Cleveland
network of tiny blood vessels you solva tha
mystery.
1
0
Philadelphia
There are wonderfrtl medicinal properties
In S. 8. S. that follow the course o the
blood streams tost as naturally as the most
Federal League
fooa elements.
Pet. nourishing
W.
I
It Is really a remarkable remedy. It
the active purpose
one
contains
0
1.000 of which Is toIngredient,
1
Baltimore
stimulate the tissues to the
Jicnithir Bolwtlon of its own essential nutri
1.000
1
0
Brooklyn
ment.
And the medicinal elements of this
1.000 matchless blood puriner are just u eneu- 1
0
Indianapolis
trw
nrall.halanrpd hpfllth &S the nutrl
tint
1
0
Chicago
tioug elements of the meats, grains, fats
.000 and sugars of our daily food.
1
0
St. Louis
Not one drop of minerals or dtnjrs '.3 used
.000 In its
1
0
-- Ask for 8. S. 8. and
Kansas City
preparation.
Just insist upon having it. And If you
skillful advice and counsel upon any
matter concerning the blood and skin, write
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
to the Medical Department, The Swllt
Specific Co., 620 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Gtt.
rn nnt- sump Home zealous clerk's elo
National League
quence over something "just as arood" as
"
you wno cue
At St. Louis St. Louis, 4; Pitts 8. 8. B. to tool Beware
of alt substitutes.
mineral drugs.
1.
S.
S.
8.
Insist upon
burgh,

At Chicago Chicago, 1!

WHAT IS IT?

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar, I might have epent it In a minute, but I did not.
I may spend it and start tomorrow bankrupt I may nave It and tomorThe dollar is my yesterday,
row not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who may da tie
work better than myself." A dollar is really a part of a man's life and as he 'guards his health, to take
care of the future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past
'
.'
......
We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts,

ii

x

in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. IVF.j. Hays returned
this aftermrm-,fDenver, where
they speni.a, short time, thia week visiting friends.
William Wolfe, representative for
the Keith Hat company of Chicago
waa a business visitor at the local
clothing stores today. M. ,y. Browne and his daughter,
Miss Mildred .Browne, returned this
afternoon from El Paso, where they
spent a ehort time this week,
Judge and Mrs. W. J. Mills and
Miss Madeline Mills will leave this
evening for Detroit, Mich., where they
will spend the next two months.
A. M. McCready, connected with the
mechanical department of the Santa
Fe Railway company on this division
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today from Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Roberts of Peoria, 111., arrived In the city last night
and' will remain here a short time.
Mr. Roberts Is the representative for
the J. H. Roth Cut Glass company
of Peoria.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Sharp of Chicago have returned to Las Vegas from
their former home and will now re-aide In this city. They have purchas- d;i'the Kelley ranch north of this
city; and will reside here.
re'(Mr. and Mrs. William White
turned last night from an extended
wedding trip in California. Mr. and
Mrs. White were in Los Angeles and
San Francisco practically all the time
since their leaving this city about
six months ago.

FIVE

A DOLLAR
The Active Principle of a
Pet
Famous Remedy Works
1.000
Wonders.
1.000

National League

one-four-

week.
Mr. and Mrs. George

1314.

V

1
St. Louis
short visit.
.0
Two and
gifted flour; Chicago
cupt
N., TV. Earl, manager of El Porvenir 5 level teaspoon fuls KC Baking Powder; Boston -- 0
I level teaspoonful salt;
hotel, came in last night for a short
0
New
York
-.
butmelted
tabUspoonjulM
business visit in the city.'
r
...........
C. W. Provine of San Francisco,
4 1
1 egg: miuc.
American League
Calif., came in yesterday for a short
W. L.
business visit in this city.
3Ji-3
0
Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Medill of Cripple
1
1
Detroit
Creek, Colo., arrived In the city last
1
1
Washington
s

17,

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

;

K C Gensa& Coffee Cake

APRIL

FRIDAY,

suspension spring
shock is kept from
the,, seat of the carriage and the
tension of the spring can be immediately adjusted to the increas- ing weight of the baby.

long-lea:
4

Vour hand

f

Leather mei is madeewJasivetr
tor the Sidway, anJ curries th additional guarantee of the DuFoiit
Fabrilioid Co, sole makers of Fabri-koiYet, 9 Sidway costs no more
than many carriages unguaranteed and
lacking the Sidway features. There's a
Sidway to suit every taste "and purse.
Made by the Sidway Mercantile Co. , Elkhart, hid. See the full line at

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, April 17. Although the
i

market was at a higher level most
of the morning, the movement was
uncertain and Irregular. Raiding operations were agaia la evidence with
Lehigh Valley the particular object of
attack .A sharp depression In that
stock checked the early improvement,

,

tit

Us

(,."

-

Ct,

Prices openef
cent lower, but soon recor-ere- d
all of the decline. Tha
was weak
to
under laet
to

night

11

Oats held steady. Leading houses
were good buyers.
First transactions ' la ' ' xrovinion
ranged from 8 cents off to a llk
amount up. The closing Qnot&iloaa
'
New Haven wai strong on the de- were as follows:
finite: announcement that provision
Whea May, .92;., July. 86....-bad been made for the company's finCorn, May 65; July 65.
n .. f.
ancial needs.
;
Oats, May 37; July 37.
The market closed weak. DemoraPorSi May $20; July $23.
lization of Lehigh Valley, Which dropLard, May $10.17; July $10.27.
ped seven points in all to 134, caused
Ribs, May $10.87; July $U.C5.
a rapIJ fall in other securities. Can
fell 3 points and Reading and AmalKansas city livx st;.1;
K,tnJ City, Apr 1 17. II
gamated 1. The last sales vcre:
i
73 "i ceipts 2,500.
MarUes
Amalgamated Copper
Btpa!. 1
ii.100
Sugar
$3.408.60; heavy ?S.t;3.C.; ;
o.-96
Atchison
and b'itcl":3
S ( ; ;
. . ..... . .109
Northern Pacific
f.s- - s.;.-.; ;,! m $7.r
'
H2Ms
Cdi' rfn",3 f 1,
Reading .
Southern Pac'Iic ...
pir;
Union TaoiSo.
. .153?i
United States Steel
rS'i
i )
United States Steel, pfd...
3

'

ii V

ii

d.

J

later became steady.

;

;e,Kery possible

Thia Nam en the Frame of Every Genuine
Notice the exceptional bpd length and
width of the Sidway, its beauty of design,,
'' its fine workmanship.
Every part of the
carriage from top to tires is guaranteed
for two years. Special quality Ffcbri-ttoi- d

Pacific was especially susceptible to
attack. It dropped 44 points to 19
the. lowest In more than a decade.
Bonds were steady.
A drop in Missouri Pacific to 19
was accompanied by reports of differ
ences attending the adjustment of the
company's finances. Leading stocks
were weaker. Texas Company rose

,
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LENIENCY SHOW

T5he
BY

JUDGE

oAe

OPTIC

The 0 P CiC Office

It w ill Be
one Quickly and
Rightly

Santa Fe, April 17 It was sen
tence day in federal court yesterday
and a number of offenders were told
their fate by Federal Judge W. H,
Pope, who was lenient In a number
of cases Involving the sale of liquor
to the Pueblo Indians, especially in
instances where the offense was com
mitted before the rendition of the
opinion In the Sandoval case by the
United States supreme court
Lorenzo Donelll of Albuquerque was
sentenced to 60 days in jail and to
pay ?250 fine in earn of two counts
for selling liquor to an Isleta Indian.
Judge Pope suspended the jail sentence in each Instance and the' fine
in one count.
Fred Burnham, now in the penitentiary for robbing a freight car, was
given two and a half years in Leavenworth prison for breaking into the
postofflce at Lamy. Burnham broke
into the postofflce after breaking out
of the penitentiary at 'Santa Fe and
seeking to make his escape.
Felix Loba'to was sentenced to 60
days in Jail and $100 fine for intro
ducing liquor Into an Indian reservation. The jail sentence was suspended.

II

COL UM
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-

TISEMENTS
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HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAY8 HANDLED

Sta-cey-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. eV FRATERNAL
H
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night D
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglae avenia SJ
in 8 o'clock.
iMsitlng members are
third Thursday
each month. Visiting diaUy welcome. J. C. Wert, Pt
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler,
Secretary; O, ft
'
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally. Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary,
Meets first and third Tie
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglai
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
Taa-da- y
ular conclave
In each mentk at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re

Five cents

per line each Insertion.
Eetlmate tlx ordinary word to a line.
No ad tc occupy lest space than two
All
line
advertisement
charged
will be booked at space actually eet
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular conEast Bound
vocation tint Monday in
Arrive
Depart
t Masonic
jX!S Bacn month
7:45 . m.
Temple at 7: SO p. m. p. No. I.. .. 7:20 p. m
4.. ..11:54 p. m
. A. Brlnegar, H. P.;
ll:B p.
O. No.
No. 8.. .. 2:25 a. m
2:30 a. m
Blood, Secretary.
No. 10.. .. 1:35 p. m
2:00 a. at
' O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
West Bound

OPTIC

NUMBER,

MAIM

4. Meets every
Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No. 1.
brethren cordially Invited to attend No. 8.
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, No. 7.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
No! I.
Secretary; Karl
wertz. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.

i.

Vantcsf
WANTED

Good salesman on commission basis, acquainted with drug
and department store trade. Ad B. P, O. ELKS
MeeU second and
dress with references, Adolph Spieh- fourth Tuesday evening of each
ler, Mfg. Perfumer, Rochester, N. Y. month Elks' home on Ninth street
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Got. Wm. J.
i2lo
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR SALE Three week old Brown Secretary.
Leghorn chicks; 15o each. Mrs. KNIGHTS AND
LADIES OF SECUR
Perry Rockey, Lyndon, Kansas.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets

,
Robert Coppinger and Charles
convicted of selling or giving li
quor to a Navajo Indian, were given
60 days in pail and ,$100 fine and
costs each. In this case sentence
was not suspended, for, as Judge Pope
explained from the bench, he will not
relent in cases of sale of liquor
to Navajos and Apaches but only in
the cases which arose before the San 100 BUFF ROCK baby, chicks. $12.00.
doval decision or before it was known
Money must accompany order. Will
that there would be prosecution of
rreat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
those introducing liquor Into Pueblo
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
grants.
W. A. Allen, convicted of forging a
name to a poatoffice money order at
Raton, was'given 18 months at Leav
,
enworth.
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
Charles L. Sharp was given a $100
ern home, also single room. Can
fine and five months in jail for atnot rent to consumptives. 1034
tempting to smuggle Chinese into the
Eighth street. Phone Main 608.
United States, the jail sentence to be- of
date
from
pin
priignal incarceration FOR RENT Two room
furnished
bouse. 921 Lincoln.
A
valuable dressing for flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
SNOW
ATXOKNKY8
LINIMENT; It is both healing and
HUNKER & HUNKER
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co, George A, Hunner. Chester A. Hanke

Attorntynt-La-

LEAGUE OPENS

17. The
la., April
teams of the Western league got away
today in their fifteenth annual race
for the championship pennant. Every
one of the eight clubs in the circuit is
reported in good condition and the
prospects of a close and Interesting
race never appeared brighter. The
circuit is the same as last season, but
among the different clubs a number
of changes in managers and players
have been made since last year. Jack
Coffeyy, formerly of the Boston Nationals, has taken Jack Hendricks'
place as manager of the Denver team.
At Omaha:' Charles Arbogast has
been superseded by John Gonding as
manager. Nick, Maddox, formerly of
the Pittsburgh Pirates, is the new pilot of the Wichita team. In today's
opening games the Denver champions
appeared at Lincoln, Wichita at
Sioux City at St. Joseph and
Omaha in this city. A season of 166
games will be played, with September
27 as the date of the wind-up- .
To-pek-a,

New Mexi

Silver Spoon
-i- you use
EMPRESS

f

FLOUR
It

B.

S

MONUMENT

way when you
learn how Much

Meets second anO

fourth Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. . Vlsltini
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secreury

BetferEMPRESS

FLOUR

wflffp is.
by GER-

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
i. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Chart

Made
MAN PROCESS

1.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

Greenclay, Secretary.

SILVER

)

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Tears Practical Experience.
A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meeta second and
'earth Thursday In O. R. C.

V.

V

r

building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles G. K.; Frank Angel, P. 8.

MRS, OLLIE SHEARER '
General Massage. Hair and Ream
Treatment Facial Massage, ManK

cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
A Cure

for Sour Stomach
Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
Creek, Mich, writes: "I have been

--

4

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
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AGUA PUR A COMPANY
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v..

FRENCH.
HREY (STERLING) FINISH

tained in this city from

2,000 lbs., or Mora, Each Dal vary
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 Ibfc, Each Dallvsry
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dllvtry
60 lb., to 209 Iba,, Each Dallvery
Ltst than 68 Iba, Each Dallvary

Mm

BIRTHDAYS

giving you

a present for doing something
you d do any

cordially Invited.
JONES-BOWEK-

a.
a. bv
a. m.
y.

This elegant Rogers'

in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
L. O. O. MOOSE

Depart
1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

For YOU!

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
-- Meet In the Forest of
Brotherlj
Love
at Woodmen of the World hall
Dentist
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
Dental work of any description at
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
moderate prices
,
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413 Montague,
Local Deputy. Vlsitlni
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
members are especially weleone anc

-

Washington, April 17. Birthday
congratulations were ia order today
W. two members of the supreme
bench, Associate Justices Day and
Van Devanter. justice Day
Is 65
years old, while his colleague on the
bench ia just 10 v. :n his junior.

..
..

.

1:10 p. m
6:35 a. m
4:20. p. m
6:35 p. m

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

troubled with Indigestion, sour etom- PENN TO ROW- THE MIDDIEShail brent
Aftor
tovw
vv
I ach and
KUU tw
H' V
Annapolis, Md., April 17 The sea- - bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
son of intercollegiata rowing regattas welL These tablets are
splendid
in the east will be inaugurated here none better." For sale
by all dealers
tomorrow with contests between the --Adv.
.
varsity and freshmen eights of the
University of Pennsylvania and the
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
first and fourth class crews of the
Positive in action for backache.
naval academy. The races will be weak bach, rheumatism. HrtnAv nni
rowed over a course of 1
miles on bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
the Severn river.
Texas, writes: "After taking two bot
tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheu-I
Y. M. C. A CONFERENCE
matism and IrMnfvv trnnhln inVnm.
'
Macon, Ca., April 17. Officers and pletely gone." Safe and effective. O.
directors of the Young Men's Chris- - u. scnaerer ana Red cross Drug store
tion associations throughout Georgia
Adv.
and Florida met. In this city todav for
a conference on the methods of asso-- r
CORAa
ciation work and plans to increase
the memberships and broaden the influence of the local organizations. The
conference will last two days.
TWO JUSTICES IHAVE

Arrive

..
..

.1

For

WESTERN
Des Moines,

()
()
()
()
o
()

AND CAFE

CHAPMAN

SENTENCING
HE
PRISONERS
IS MERCIFUL, TO SEVERAL
OFFENDERS

IN

Laa Vegaa,

o
o
o

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

POPE

Adv.

C)

K6e
C3' n7

o
o
6
o

LOBBY

THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE

For Rsstt
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AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

COUNTY

PRO-

COMMISSIONERS'
CEEDINGS

(Continued from Yesterday.)
Monday, January 5 A. D. 1914.
The board of county commissioners
of the county of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico, met in regular session
at the court house of said county in
LaB Vegas, New Mexico, on the first
Monday in January, the same beins;
January 5, A. D. 1914, and the following proceedings were had
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
John H. York, county commissioner;
Antonio A. Gallegos, .county commisLorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
t:

sioner;
board; Florentino Montoya, interpreter.
The record of the proceedings of
the regular December session and
other meetings held "during said
month, read, approved and signed.
Public Road Precinct No. 50:
A petition having heretofore been
presented to the board for the openTowning of a public road between
ship 15 N. R..20 East, and Township
15 N. R. 21 East, Precinct No. 50,
within San Miguel county, and Jose
Manuel Naranjo and Moises LeFebre
having been notified by the clerk, to
appear and show cause, if any they
have, why they should not be compelled to remove their fences from
across said proposed public road, and
said parties, together with other persons interested therein, being present this day the board, after hearing
said matter discussed, and being informed in the premises, upon motion,
the said petition previously presented
by Matias Aragon and others, on file
in the office of the clerk, be approved and granted, and
It is resolved ana ordered by the
board that the road) proposed and to
of N. E. V
run between the N. E.
See. 25, Twp. 15, N. R. 20 East; and
of Sec. 24, Twp.
of S. E.
S. E.
15 N. R. 21 East, he, and the same is
now hereby declared tob e a public
road, and that a roadway at said
place be opened up for the use of the
public, within Precmct No. 50, San
Miguel county, the said Jose Manuel
Naranjo and Moises Lefebre to remove their fences from across said
road, and that all other obstructions
be removed therefrom, due notice of
this order to be given to said parties
by the clerk.
Prohibition District Petition Pecos:
Octaviano Segura, presented to the
board a petition for a prohibition
district, within Precinct No. 9, Pecos,
San Miguel county, New Mexico, and
upon examination thereof the clerk
is directed to return said petition to
Octaviano Segura, at Pecos, N,. M.,
with instructions to have the description therein, of the proposed prohibition district, made more specific and
definite, the boundaries and description of the proposed district contained
in such petition bemg indefinite and
not according to the law.
Road Sena to Casa Colorada:
Upon a petition presented to the
board this day, signed by a large
number of residents near and in the
neighborhood of Sena and Casa Colorada, within San Miguel county, N.
M., complaining of one Tomas Gonzales, who" has obstructed the roadway
between said places by the erection
of a fence across the same: and praying that said road be declared a pub- lie road, there being some claim that
the same is a private road way, and
upon due consideration and a motion
duly made the clerk is directed to
give notice to the sala Tomas Gonzales to appear before this board, at
the next regular session thereof, on
the first Monday in February, 1914,
and show cause, if he has any, why
- he should not be compelled
to remove
the (fence and gate - maintained hy
Jam across said road, and why such
;road should not be opened up and declared to be a public highway:
Public Road Precinct No. 22:
W. F. Calhoun appearing before the
board on behalf of Lori Calhoun and
Lillie Calhoun, they having been cited
to appear this day and show cause
why that certain road way from Las
Vegas to Sanchez through Canyon
'Largo, within Precinct No. 22, San
Miguel county, N. M should not he
reopened and why they should not
te compelled to remove all obstruc
tions maintained by them across said
road, and a petition having heretofore been filed, after hearing said W.
F. Calhoun and Manuel A. Sanchez,
"

upon motion,
It Is ordered by the board that the
said W. F. Calhoun confer witn Manuel A. Sanchez, aa to thft best
means of restoring said road way to
'

.

the convenient use "of the public or
adjusting the matters complained of
in siild petiion, and that they report
to the county commissioners, at the
ftpxt ,&L4q3 of --said Ja?ly In order
that further action may be taken in
the premises.
J. V. Precinct No. 54:
It being shown that Henry Janzen,
win vua heretofore appointed justice
of the peace of Hillside, precinct No.
54, San Miguel county, N. M., lias removed
from said precinct, and is,,

therefore, ci'siualified to act further
a such officer, upon recommendation
anil a motion duly made,
It is prJered that Henry Schmidt'
bo, am ire ic appointed justice of the
peace of Hiils'de, Precinct No, 54,
county, in the
within San M'&uel
place of Henry Janzen and that he
qualify' by executing the proper bond
and oath reuuirea by law, the clerk
s
to give said Jlonry Schmidt due
of this appointment and order,
ports, Receipts, etc.:
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
presented to the board, having been
read and examined, the same are approved and ordered filed in the office
of the clfrk,
Monthly report of Eugenio Romero,
county treasurer, for December, 1913.
Statement of poll taxes received by
1913,
county treasurer, for December,
'
no-tic-

890.

Statement oMUiuor licenses received by county treasurer for December
1313, $1,248.
Receipt No. 399 to county treasurer
from state treasurer, for December,
1913, $7G3.15.

Receipt No. 103 to county treasurer
from H. C. Smith, treasurer, City of
Las Vegas, and School District No.

,"

2, $757.43.

FRIDAY, APRIL

tice of the peace, fees, general county
Why It 8ult Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
rind, $7.
Warrant 10311, in. States Tel. Co., is prompt and effective for coughs,
telephone, court houne and jail and colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
long distance calls, general uounty coughs and throat troubles.( Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Folfund, $17.40.
Warrant 10332, Jose P. Mares, fees ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
as justice of the peace, general coun- tickling throat and stops the cough
with no bad after efrect." It contains
ty fund, def. $7.20.
Warrant 1013, R. Gallegos, sheriff, no opiates and Is pure. That's why
ex. weigmaster's
records, general it suits particular people. O. G.
welghmaster's, records, general coun- Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
ty fund, 406.
Warrant 10314, Pablo Jaramlllo,
interpreter, justice of the peace court, Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
general def. fund, $2.
t Warrant 10315 Pablo Jaramillo, 3 as mercury will surely destroy the
days Interprter In justice of tb peace sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
court, general county fund, $8.'
Warrant 30316, Amador Ulibarri, through the mucous surfaces. Such
feeB, constable
precinct 5, general articles should never he used except
on prescriptions from reputable phy.
def.
county,
fund, $1.75.
Warrant 10317, M. A. Sanchez, as- sicians, as the damage they will do
sessor, P. O. box; rent, postage, etc., is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Cageneral county, def. fund, $33.38.
Warrant 10318, R. Gallegos, sheriff, tarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
P. O. box rent, general connty fund, Cheney & Co., Toledo,' O., contains
no mercury, and is taken internally,
$1.
directly upon the blood and
acting
Declderio
C. Ue Ba
Warrant 10319,
mucous surfaces of the system. In
ca, repairing court
house roof,
changing radiator, court house and buying Hall's Catarrh' Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken
jail fund, $16.40.
and made In Toledo, Ohio,
Warrant 10320, Frank J, Wesner,
F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
by
,
Cami-nauto hire, Romeroville bridge-free.
Real fund, $5.
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
Warrant 10321, M. F. Des Marals,
bottle.
school
salary,
superintendent, DecemTake Hall's Family pills for con-ber quarter, 1933, general school fund,
8tipation. Adv.

Receipt No. 104 to county treasurer1
from Martin Delgado, treasurer, Town
of Las Vegas, and School Districts,
Nos. 1 and 4, $103.48.
Statement of liquor licenses
$375.
by Roman Gallegos, sheriff, for
Warrant 10322, Chas. O'Malley, re
December, 1913, $1,300.
lights at court house, general
pairing
A.
M.
Report of license, taxes by
Sancnez. county assessor, for Octo- county fund, $2.20.
Warrant 10323, Chas. Ilfeld Co., 12
ber, 1913, $640.
school
registers, general school fund,
M.
A.
taxes
licenses
by
Report 'of
Sanchez, county assessor, for Novem- $5.40.
Warrant 10324, Chas. Ilfeld Co., 6
ber, 1913, $1,317.50.
rolls
adding machine paper, general
M.
A.
taxes
of
licenses
by
Report
county
fund, 90c.
Sanchez, county assessor, for Decem
Warrant
10325, R. Gallegos, sheriff,
$1,980.
1913,
ber,
U. S. Fid. & Guar, Co.,
Report of D. R. Iturray, justice of money paid
second
year,
general county fund,
December
the peace Precinct 29, for

1914.

17,

SEVEN

n
SURPLUS

PAID IN

CAPITAL

$:o,ooo.m

100,000.00

ft

o,

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

it

I D.

T. Hoskins, Cashier.

E. S. Lewis, Asi't. Cash.

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BMM.
-

CAPITALIGTOCU

-

C2D,CD3.C0

Office with the San Miguel National'Bank
WU.

Q.

HATDOK

D.

t.

PrwKlen

.

H, W. KELLY

,

HOSKTNi

Vie

president
.Vrmtttret

o

d

Interest PaJd On Deposits

.

'

quarter, 3913, fines collected, $20.
Report of Chester A. Hunker, sec
retary San Miguel County Fair association, $500.
Receipt No. 43 from county treasurer to county clerk, chairs sold to
Eugenio Rudulph, $6.
Report of Pedro Garduno, justice of
the peace precinct No. 10, December
quarter, 1913, fines collected $25.
Report of Jose Andres Montoya,
justice of the peace, precinct 26, for
1913, no fines Collected.
Certificate of Antonio Lucero, state
secretary, as to tests of weights for
use of county weign master.
Bills Approved:
The following accounts rendered
against the county of San Miguel,
having been examined, the same are
approved for payment, and the clerk
is directed to Issue his several warrants in settlement thereof upon the
county treasurer,
Warrant 10291, Antonio A. Galle
gos, salary as county commissioner,
December quarter and expenses, gen
eral county fund, $218.
Warrant 10292, Florentino Monto
ya, 1 day interpreter for commissioners, general county ,def. fund, $2. ,
Warrant 10293, John H. York, salary
as county commissioner, December
quarter, general county fund, $200.
Warrantl0294, Fidel Ortiz, salary as
icommlssioner,
jDecember
county
quarter, general county fund, $200
Warrant 10295, Adelaido Tafoya,
salary as probate judge, December
quarter, general county fund, $150.
Wan-an- t
Lorenzo Delgado,
10296,
salary clerk to- commissioners, December quarter, general county fund,
to-wi-

Foley Kidney PHIs Successful
for
To have a fine healthy complexion
the liver must be active, the bowels regular and the blood pure. All
this Is brought about by using HER-BIN-

It thoroughly scours the

liv-

er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
In fine condition and restores that
clear, pink and white complexion so
much desired by ladles. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so email a cost?
Mrs, Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
"I have foeea subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Liniment always relieves me Immediately, and I take pleasure in recommending it to others.' 25 and 50
cent bottle
For sale by all dealers.

Warrant

10326,

Felipe Lopez, board
3 days', general

"

j

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL '

Adv.

8ubacrib

for The OpU.

145.

ing Julianita Crespin,
county fund, $2.25.

fit f

r,

i H

Warrant 10327, Peter P. Meckel,
relettering window, sheriff's office,
general county fund, $1.50
Warrant 10328, R. Gallegos, sheriff,
team hire 4 days, wit. felony case, general county fund, $25.
Warrant 10329, L. V. Auto & Mahc.
Co.. auto hire, Vlllanueva bridge,
bridge fund, $15.
Warrant 10330, New Mexican Print
ing Co., weighmaster's record and certificate book, general county fund,

MEAT

PlTiF

ATTRACTIVE

$31.25.

Warrant

10331, New Mexican Print
ing Co., 50 teachers contracts and 500
reports, general school fund, $8.90.
Warrant 10332, R. J. Taupert, treas
urer, road work, road board,
road
fund, $664.
Warrant 10333 R. J. Taupert, treas
urer, road work, road board, road and
school fund, $1,413.
Warrant 10334, Felix Valencia, ac
count refund liquor license, general
school fund, $10.64.

--

,

Warrant

30335,

Juan Vareia,' ac

:
1

I

GOOD QUALITY STATIOHEHY

"

count refund liquor license, general
school fund, $1.80.
Upon molion the board adjourned
until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.

ON

:,:;:.::::-

Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting
Make a good impression wiVi good envelopes printed at the

FIDEL ORTIZ,
Chairman.

Attest:

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk,

Call for bids

Sealed' bids for

akfeWNU!illihO4tilillM0kblUlifctflktli

the construction of

the following approaches and earth
at the County Bridge over the
Gallinas River at the foot of Independence Avenue and Prince Street,
$250.
Warrant 10297, Roman Gallegos, City of Las Vegas, within, San Miguel
County, New Mexico, will be received
seriff, salary ,for jailer and assistant, at
the office of the County Clerk of
December, 1913, $90.
said
County, at the Court House in
Warrant 10298, Prospero S. Baca,
Las Vegas, New Mexico, up to 12
salary as Janitor, December 1913, gen- o'clock noon of
Saturday, April 18th,
eral county fund, $50.
A. D. 1914,
Warrant .10299,; Manuel A. Sanchez,
Embankment East end of bridge,
allowance county assessor, commis- 210
feet long; width on. top 20 feet,
sioners' fund, $400.
side slopes natural.
Warrant 10300, Roman Gallegos,
Embankment West end of bridge,
sheriff, allowance to sheriff, commis 300 feet
long; top width 20 feet; side
sioners' fund, $400.
to be natural. The grade of
slopes
Co.
Warrant 10301, Gross, Kelly and
the above fills to be on straight line
part payment, on account, court house from
,tbe Railroad f "I to the floor of
and jail fund, $100.
the bridge.
Warrant 10302, Lorenzo Delgado, al
On both of said fills to be spread
lowance to county clerk, commission- - a
top dressing over their entire
era fund, $400.
and for their full top widths,
lengths
Warrant 10303, El Independiente to
consist of cinders evenly spread to
Pub. Co., to 2,000 assessment notices,
a diepui of not more man l foot, nor
general county fund, $30.
less than six inches.
Warrant 10304, El Independiente
The composition of the above fills
Pub. Co., publishing delinquent tax
to be 50 per cent earth and 50 per
list, 1911, ph. fund, $177.
cent gravel from the river bed, and
Warrant 10305, Roman Gallegos, all work
and materials are to be fur
sheriff, fuel, December, 1913, general nished
the successful bidder.
by
county fund, $25.
The above approaches and fills are
Warrant 1030B, Roman Gallegos, to
be made in accordance with specisheriff, boarding prisoners, Decem- fications now on file in the office of
ber, 1913, general county fund, 1912, the
undersigned County Clerk, where
?138.
they may be examined by all bidders.
Warrant 10307, Roman Gallegos,
All bids must be accompanied by
Lsbertff, Jpng'listance telephone eiijs. avjertifta tiieck in 4!s ratn of Tift?!
general county fund, $1.30.
($50.00 Dollars.
Warrant 10,108, Martin Delgado,
By Order" of the Board of
merchandise for county prisoners,
Commissioners of
Conny
general county fund, $6.80.
the County of San Miguel,
SEAL
Warrant 10309 Agua Pura Co., waState of New. Mexico.
ter, January, 1914, general county
Done, at Las 'Vegas, New Mexico,
fund, $25.
March' 25th, A. D. 19H.
Warrant 10310, D. R. Murray, jus
LORENZO DELCADO, Clerk.
fills

BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO. ?

SIZE
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3x6
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EM.

12.50 for EM

14.00 per 1000

12.50 for 09

$4.00 per 1000
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GOOD QUALITY
LOPES, NO. 6
$3.50
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k

y

per 1000

XXX RAG
SIZE
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SIZE

32

IN.
$4.50 per 1000
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OF THOSE

Light
o'clock

95

cents.

At

taught by the Sisters of Loretto.
Though their entertainment consisted
principally of musical numbers, recitations and drills, these were s6 well
done that one could not help but
that the children were equally
proficient in "the three R's" and other
necessities of education.
Misses Myrtle Regensberg, Ramona
Roberts and Leona Reusing, who played piano solos, showed ability and
careful training, and their hearers
were pleased with their music.
Master Adrian Farrey, whoae in
strumental solo was enjoyable, though
is a good
young in years, already
musician.
"Hiding from Papa," a song and
dance by a number of little girls, was
pretty. The "Irish Ribbon Dance" and
song "No Irish Need AppW given by
Misses Robb Hughes and Helen Nolan,
scored a hit. The little girls were
quite composed on the stage and
went through their dance in a clever

Tai-chert'-

AT

automobile lamps
this evening.

at

7:03

voairs

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Buy Them by (he Box

Bostonian oxfords, $4 and $5 values
at Taichert's. Adv.

S3.50

for $3.35

For sale. 40Vlctrola, almost new.
Price reasonable. Phone Main 300.

Buy Them by the Half Box

Adv.

$1.90

See Emenaker for. First Commun
ion goods; rosaries, prayer books, etc,
"" ;
Adv.

Buy Them by the Dozen
20 cents to 60 cents

Therefore the best bakery
line in the city
Cream
Whole Wheat
Pan :
:
Home-mad-

e

until you Sea the Hudson
The best car on the market

Donft buy

'

Adv.

s;.

of America

The Royal Neighbors

will meet this evening at the O. R.1 C.
hall. All members are requested to
be present
;
6 on
We will have, a Hudson-littlDon't
sihort
time.
dn
a
here
display
fail to Investigate thla car before buy
ing. H. B. Hubbard, Agent Adv.
e

See Emenaker for First Commun

prices.

TThese blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

day

ion goods j' rosaries, prayer books, jetc.
Adv.

The last extra section of traupNo.
1 because of the colonist rates, passed
through. Las Vegas this afternoon.
The colonist rates closed in Chicago

ot

line

cakes and cookies In the city.
Also a complete line of buns.
Our orders always please.
Em
"Handsomest suit I ever put oh."
That was the enthusiastic comment
of a man who came here for the first;
time and bought ; an
suit' If you are' in need of a sylish
spriilg Buit, why not come right alongand select' itt We also have Spero
Michael maka Price $15 to 25. Suits
pressed free for one year. Taichert's
Clothing Store. Correct Garments for
Adler-Rochest-

MIRY

WILL

BE

TTednesday.

FULL OF DANCERS

Chief of Police Ben Coles yesterday
afternoon arrested C. L. Kelly, W.
Druitt and W. A. Chapman for ped EASTERN
STAR BALL TONIGHT
dling toilet articles about the city
IS EXPECTED TO DRAW A
was
for
set
Trial
a
license.
without
BIG CROWD

this afternoon.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Obaido Maloof has begun tearing
down the frame building formerly occupied by the H. O. Brown Trading
company. He will erect a handsome
new building on the lots, which are
on Bridge street near the bridge.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

Pure Quill Flour Is Big
'

f

in every quality a flour
should have. In baking qua-

IWMflllf'k)" '

it

lity, jn the quantity

fLOU

pro-

purity and pure
nutritiveness. Order a sack
duces, In

and put this claim to the
test The more you try i

the better

C

like it in

you'll

every way.

Manager Davis of the Golden Rule
store said The Optic's Santa Fe corresondent was mistaken in saying the
J. C. Penney company, which controls the store, has 30 establishments.
The company has over 70 stores, lo
cated in as many cities.

This evening

at the armory will

-

The Santa Fe concert to be given
this evening at the opera house by
the Pasadena Literary and Musical
Concert company will begin promptly
at 8:30 o'clock. All tickets will be
reserved until 9 o'clock. Judging from
the advance ticket ale, the attendance at the concert will be large.
lows:

,

"Too Much Ginger."

Jefferson Reynolds. President
& B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier. '
H. Erie Jffoke, Assistant Cashier.

The Misses R. and M. Roberts in
their piano duet, "Rippling Waters,"
were pleasing.
,r
The big hit of tna evening was the
colonial dance, In which several children, ; dressed in colonial costumes,
danced the minuet. The dancers
were Sydney Roberts, Josephine
KHntz,
Roberts, Margaret
Gerald Hughes, Helen Gump Fred
Klnjtz and Gertrude Holt. .,Bq,
Anotner cleverly executed portion of

prdgrai,:wa8...tqe
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HIGH,SCHOOL
A

TO DAVE

PRELIMINARY

MEET

VEGAS

IN

Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
the High school will hold a preliminary track meet on the track north of
the Castle school for the purpose of
selecting a team tnat will represent
the school at the interscholastic track
meet to be held in Albuquerque on
April 25.
The high school athletes have been
practicing for the past two months
and from reports received there Is a
possibility of several of the local boys
breaking records at the Albuquerque

meet

The event at Albuquerque is to be
stage by the University of New Mexico, and this year promises to be the
most successful iu the history of that
institution. Only high Bchools are
allowed to compete in the meet
The preliminary tomorrow afternoon undoubtedly will be interesting,
and many Las Vegans will attend.
Professor Byron J. Read has been in
charge of the High school boys and
believes that they can give all other
high '., schools" in the interscholastic
meet. a close run for first place.
The following is a list of events and
the contestants:' z
dasdMJlifford tSewart and
Rufiano Gallegc.
'f. "
shot Frank
Putting
,qiifford Stewart and Harry

i,,:-

Sham-rocks.-

In every department of Banking we
svra

prepared to give the best

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR

of "service

d

'-

120-yar- d

interest Psist oa Timo "Csposltm

A

r y

.

ITOR.MER.LY

LAS' VEGAS FOED SAlESICC'fFANY
'

IDTU
For the best bri the market today, see us.
n
or plain thread; rMfcKelincfubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need
Non-Ski-

ed for the auto;:;
ALL WORK DONE AT
:

,w

Gil

SHOP

GUARANTEED FOH ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
Do Not Be Deceived by Low

Prices on
Rugs
Figure on Quality Rather"
Than on Price
Recently a Las Vegas lady had'her order made out to eend East
for $125.00 worth' of floor ov erings. We heard of same and ehe
kindly permitted us to give her figures. It is only accessary to say
we got her business, saving her money and giving her standard
'
'
qualities. WID CAN1 DO THH SAME FOR YOU--

J. C. JOHNSEN
ORANGES
Now

TAKE DROP

that the Lenten season is over,

& SON

slon will be 25 cents. ' Scats' will b&
a!a At. Mil Tnif.v'a inmtwrwm mrtm.

An

the housewife naturally' is watching
for articles of food that were not
eaten during that time. The market
this week .will not discourage anyFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged"
one,, for everything needed 'may be in wood. Direct from the distillery to
obtained both in meats, vegetables you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
and fruits.
Oranges have taken a drop in price
this week and may be obtained as
low as 20 cents a dozen. This pro
bably is the lowest price that will be
reached; In this fruit for some time.

DOIT
.

h

.

.

CAR-CO-

ALUQUERQUE

WILL BE SELECTED

,.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

ALL' REPAIR WORE!
GUARANTEED

ATHLETES TO REPRESENT LAS

,

'

-

carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

exe-cud-

100-ya- rd

'

OF LAS VEGAS, N.'M.

We also

.

;

-

FIRST NATIONAL BAM

LIVERY sxnd REPAIRING

of

.dfenfflUon.

Foe's poem "The Bells." The dress
march, by a number of boys, and the
revel of the .Naiads with gesture
drill, by a'.number of young ladles,
s
were pretty and extremely well
,The final number was "Music
an' Her.. Sister, 'Song," by the first
voca. class.,
The sisters and their pupils deserve great credit for the excellence
of the entertainment.
The Immaculate. Conception parish school is located on the corner of Sixth street
and National avenue and is well attended. The work is declared to be
the equal of that done In any grades
of equal rank in the country.

C. W. Post, the big cereal manufacSchottische, "Two Little Sugar
turer who was rushed through, this Pluma."
city some time ago on account of
Twoatep, "International Rag."
illness, will pass through again this
Waltz, "Garden of Love."
r
evening iji a private car on Train No.
Twotep, "Snooky Ookums., ' ;f
9 on his Way to California from
,
Waltz, Asphodel."
Two-step- ,
whre he underwent an opera"Temptation.. Rag." '.
tion. Mr Post is accompanied f by
Two4rtep, "Be My Little Baby Bum
relatives, j
.'
ble Bee."
t
v;.
Waltzz, "Last Night Was the End
,
Jesusita Mora, aged 27 and Lucreeio of the World.'
Two-ste"When the Midnight Choo- Valdez, aged 57, tooth of San Pablo,
?
secured a license to wed this morn- Choo- Leaves' for Alabam!'
Rye waltz, "ComJn' Thru the Rye."
ing.' Carolina Padllla, aged 14, of Las
Twc-st"At the Devil's Ball. .
Aianueutas, ana uesario sena, agea
'
"
Waltz, "Juno."
27, of Sapello, also appeared at the
Two'-stef
"Hypnotic Rag."
court house to secure a marriage liTwo-step- ,
V'
"Red Rose.",'
cense.
;
Waltz, "Fairy Kisses.
CTeswick;,
Circle two-tep"Charge of the
Half mile run Martin Sundt, Tho-ral'
Rough Riders."
Sundt Edward Moloney and RuWaltz, "A Little Bunch of
fiano Gallegos.
'
high hurdle Frank McCul-loug- First' extra, "Pixie Rag."
..:;
Clifford Stewart, Harry Cres-wic;
Second extra, "Nighta of Gladness."!
and Kenneth Creswlck.
Third extra, "Home Spun Rag." .
Running
High jump Frank MoCul-lougFourth extra, "What Dye Mean,
and Harry Creswlck.
.
You Lost Your Dog?"
dash Henry Nahm, Tho-ral- f
?-.
; A number of extra extras also will
Herbert Paulson and MarSundt,
be played.
tin Sundt
i
Min-nesit-

President

oc-

cur the big Eastern Star dance that
promises to be the Jolliest affair of
the season. The affair will begin at
9 o'clock and will continue until the
conclusion of the program, and even
longer if the dancers wish.
The ladies of the Eastern Star1 have
spared no effort to make this dance
the most successful in their history
and although counter attractions have
appeared, the members of the lodge
are certain that the attendance at the
ball this evening will exceed that of
any former year.
The music Is to be furnished by the
Las Vegas1 dance orchestra and an ex
cellent program has been arranged.
Tangoers, raggers, waJkers and all
kinds of "ersi" will find music at the
dance this evening that will suit their
exact taste.
The program of music is as fol
Twor-step-

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mill
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

AUTOMOBILE

way.

The most delicious

See Emenaker for First Commun
ion goods; Tosaries, prayer books, etc

Direct from the Indian Reservations - Large As
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll

s

Graham

Little 6.
for the price. Adv.

ILlflETS

'BREAD
Fresh every

Rye

STEARNS' STORE

JAVfJO

1914.

e

Spring 6hirt3

ORANGES

DELICIOUS

17,

QUALITY COUNTS

Adv.
I

FRIDAY, APRIL

GlEE CLUB, GliCOESmt

,

FORGET

T1E.E1G

H
h.

440-yar- d

PUSH

SCliGOL GIVES

EASTERN SMR

AND DliMIATIG CLUB

Running broad jump Clifford Stewart, Harry Creswlck and Rufiano Gal- NORMAL GETS OUT
ITS BEST
'
legos.
TALENT FOR ENTERTAINlow hurdle Clifford StewMENT TOMORROW NIGHT
art, Frank McCuIlough'Harry
Creswlck and Kenneth,;. Creswlck.
Tomrrow evening a,t the onera
Run, Hop, Step and Jump Frank house the Glee
club, Dramatic club
McCullough.
and Orchestra of the New Mexico Nor
dashClifford Stewart and mal University will
give an entertainEdward Meloney.
ment which promises to be one of
..One mile run Rufiano Gallegos and the
most interesting affairs put on by
Harry Creswlck.
local talent In some time.
Following the preliminary tomorrow 'The entertainment is to be given
afternoon the team that will repre- for the benefit of
thevglee clubs-sent the Las Vegas High school will which still are
funds needed
lacking
be selected, and during next week,final to
pay the expenses incurred when
practices will be i order until Fri- the big trip was taken to Albuquerque
day afternoon, when the team , will last fall.
leave for Albuquerque.
The program consists ot a immber
of musical numbers by the glee club
Old; newspapers, about SO to bundle, arjd orchestra, a one-ac- t
farce by
ielivered free. Pay messenger upon members of the dramatic club and two
Price 10 cents,
delivery.
bundle.
reels of motion pictures. The ad mi s- -

'

BALL

j

220-yar- d

GOOD

'It:.3i::::3cfi:;3C:;lcfEv:ryi:.!:EcG?3
:j
'A
i

Made roni SJerilized Wheat Bran mi Pure Whole Wheat
Flour. Pkecoramended by Physicians

FRESH EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
i

-

-

'

"

v

-

ii t' ,

Diamond-Apri- l's

Birfhstone

BRAN ER.EAD

;

The

nnr

Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy

1

1

j

,

ENTERTAIIENT

PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF EAST
CHILDREN
SIDE CATHOLIC
ARE PLEASED

The punils of the Immaculate Con
ception parish school greatly pleased
their parents, relatives and a large
number of friends last night with
their entertainment :in 'he hall of the
Sisters of Loretto on the West side.
This entertainment was given for the
purpose or showing tne puduc wnat
itid of work is bens;? done by the
school, which is Jisst iv closing lis
year of worx. The pupils de- that they have been well

AT THE ARMORY

220-yar- d

TON

IT

MUSIC BY A FIVE PIECE
ORCHESTRA

Don'i'MissIt
j

Admission $1

j"

